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Synopsis:

This project is about the analysis of stresses and

strains distribution on a plate with hole, induced

by the case of a maintenance hole in a wind-

turbine tower.

Three different methods are used to determine

the stresses and strains in the plate models. First,

the tensile tests are conducted for the steel plate

with a circular and elongated-circular hole, in

which case the strains are directly measured by the

strain gauges. Secondly, the stress distribution in

a plate with circular hole is calculated analytically

by using Airy’s stress function and Rayleigh-Ritz

method. Subsequently, the Finite Element Method

(FEM) is used to determine the stresses in the plate

models numerically. Afterwards, the results from

these analysis methods are compared, validating

the established finite element models.

Besides, in order to obtain the material pa-

rameters that will be used in the up-mentioned

analysis, the material test is performed on a solid

steel plate with the same material properties as the

specimen tested in the main tensile test.

Finally, FEM analysis is also made for the plate

models with more variations, e.g. the size of the

plate and the diameter or the height of the hole

and its shape. A comparison between the results

are made to determine influence of the different

designs of hole in the wind-turbine tower.

Rapportens indhold er frit tilgængeligt, men offentliggørelse (med kildeangivelse) må kun ske efter aftale med forfatterne. The

content of the report is freely available, but publication (with source reference) may only take place in agreement with the authors.



Preface

This report has been written by the group BAKK7-1.201 in the 1st semester of Structural and Civil

Engineering (Master) at Aalborg University. The report has been written from the end of October 2018

till the end of December 2018. The whole article consists of the main report and an appendix where extra

documentations are located. The chapters for the appendix are named by the letters of alphabet, written

as A.1, A.2, A.3...... when making the reference to the appendix during the report.

Reading guide

The report uses the harvard-method literature reference, where sources that are used refers to the

author’s last name and the year of the publication in brackets - Surname [Year]. Tables and figures

produced by the project group have no sources. In case of a figure or table taken from a source, but

which has been modified by the project group, a reference to the source is written with a same reference

format as mentioned above.

Tables, figures and equations are numbered by chapter, number and location in the chapter.

Mathematical expressions use common notation known from engineering. Some of these are: bold letter

u symbols for a vector or a matrix; and for transposed vectors or matrices the notation T is used.

Biying Zhou Filippos Filippou Matúš Uríček

Miguel Anton Valentina Leoncino
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Introduction 1
The aim of this project is to determine the stress distribution around a maintenance hole in a wind

turbine tower, simplified into the stiffness analysis of a loaded plate with a hole. The establishment of

the model including the loading conditions are explained in Chapter1.2.

The material of the structural element is steel - an homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material which is

commonly used for wind turbine towers. The strength parameters for the steel are shown in Chapter1.3,

though in this project the material properties will be tested in laboratory.

This report will explain the theories that were chosen to be used for the analysis of stress distribution

around a hole of a plate model. These are Airy’s stress theory and Reyleigh-Ritz theory. After the

mathematical analysis of the theories, results will be shown in symbols that are supposed to be

substituted by the load, dimension and material parameters given from the lab tests.

The experiment including the material test and main test will be conducted in laboratory. The material

test is made for obtaining the specific material stiffness parameters (Elastic Modulus E and Poisson’s

ratio ν) which will be used in the following experiment and FEM analysis. Afterwards, the main test will

be focused on finding the strain distributions on the disc model, and the out-puts of this test are to be

compared with the results from analytical and numerical calculations.

A numerical method (Finite Element Method - FEM) will be implemented for the disc model after

the aforementioned procedures. The FE analysis will be conducted mainly in program MATLAB, and

commercial software Abaqus will also be used as a supplementary. One fault of the FEM is that the

solutions are based on an assumed displacement field and it yields approximations. Therefore the

convergence will be covered in numerical approach in order to reach the relatively accurate results.

This project will then conclude with the stating and comparing the results of mathematical, experimen-

tal and numerical analysis, as well as the discussion of the findings, any deviations found throughout the

experiments and recommendations for further analysis.

1



Group BAKK7-1.201 1. Introduction

1.1 Problem formulation

From the previous introduction the aim of the project has been explained. This leads up to a problem

formulation on which the project is based:

How is the stress and strain distributed in the an area surrounding the door-hole on a loaded wind turbine

tower?

Detailing this main task, the specific problems can be formulated below:

• How to simplify the prototype in reality into a model that gives convenience to calculations and

can be handled in lab?

• Which theorems and methods should be used to analyze the disc model?

• What is Airy’s stress theory and Reyleigh-Ritz theory and how to set up the corresponding

equations for the plate calculation?

• How to handle the experiment to find the material parameters and how to obtained the strains on

a plate specimen?

• How to set up numerical models to determine the stresses, strains and displacements in MATLAB?

• How to make numerical analysis for the decided model by using Abaqus?

• What will be the difference between the results from experimental, analytical and numerical

analysis?

• What will cause the differences in the results obtained from the up-mentioned methods?

1.1.1 Project Limitation

As the project deals with a real experiment of a theoretical model and using the material parameters

from material test, it follows that there are some limitation for handling the experiment in a laboratory:

• Even though the tests are conducted in the lab with professional machinery, some errors may

occur. For instance the placements of gauges are not as precise as defined in drawings, and the

tested sample is not being loaded evenly, which influence the measured data.

• For the static system of the model, the self-weight of the plate is neglected while the experiment

is taking it into account. Due to the fact that material of the plate is considered linear elastic,

the reading of the strain gauges should be normalized to zero before the start of the experiment,

measuring the increment of the strain during the test.

2



1.2. Model Establishment Aalborg Universitet

1.2 Model Establishment

1.2.1 Prototype Simplification

Accordingly with the large cost for setting up a real-life scale test in laboratory and the complexity of

calculations with large values, the analyses in this project are using the simplified model based on the

scaled prototype, see Figure1.1.

Figure 1.1. Wind turbine tower with marked section around maintenance hole → symmetric cylinder cut from the
marked section → Part of the cylinder that will be examined → Simplified model to be analyzed in the
report

Firstly, the cylindrical section with the door-hole is extracted from a real-life wind turbine tower. Then

a cylinder is cut from this section, which is geometrically symmetric when looking at the opening side.

Of this cylinder section, the part that will be examined in the project is a curved plate with an elongated

hole.

Furthermore, in order to make a two dimensional analyses for the element, the plate is considered to be

plane in this report. This is a reasonable assumption due to the small curvature of the cylinder. Besides,

another model as a plate with circular opening is established, which will contribute to the analysis

procedures and will be compared to the plate with elongated-circle hole. The simplified models are

shown in Figure1.1.

Finally, the dimensions of the model will be scaled into smaller values and be reassigned for the test

in the experiment and correspondingly the analytical and numerical calculations. The geometry of the

tested model is shown in Chapter 1.2.2.

3



Group BAKK7-1.201 1. Introduction

1.2.2 Model Geometry

This chapter illustrates and explains the geometry of the simplified model that will be analyzed in the

main part of the report. The scaling procedure is introduced in Chapter 1.2.1.

The model is a steel plate with a hole in the centre, which represents the steel wind turbine section with

a door opening. The dimensions of the plate are determined based on the lab-test sample which are

shown in table 1.1 figure 1.2.

Dimension Symbol Value Unit

Length of the plate l 500 mm
Width of the plate b 80 mm
Thickness of the plate t 8 mm
Radius of the hole a 5 mm

Table 1.1. Dimensions of the plate sample

Figure 1.2. Principal sketches for plate models with (1)circular hole and (2)elongated-circular hole in the centroid

As the figure above illustrates, two different models will be considered in the report. The Model A is

the main focus of the theoretical and numerical analysis, while the geometry of Model B is closer to the

prototype and will be tested in laboratory as well as Model A. The results from the analysis of the two

models will be compared and discussed in Chapter 5.

Besides, considering the double symmetry of the model geometry, the element can be analyzed as a

quarter of the plate in some cases, e.g. Finite Element Analysis. The solution for the whole plate can be

obtained by mirroring the results from the quarter plate over x- and y- axes. The sketches for the quarter

plate are shown in figure 1.3.

4



1.2. Model Establishment Aalborg Universitet

Figure 1.3. Principal sketches for quarter plate models

1.2.3 Loading Scenarios

When the wind is acting on the wind turbine, the tower part can be considered as a bottom-clamped

cantilever beam that is subjected to line load on the beam and a point load at the free end. Therefore, as

shown in the figure 1.4, the surface of the tower is bearing tension on the windward side and compression

on the leeward side.

The self-weight of the element is neglected in this report. The side of the tower on which the door is

placed is considered as the front side. Then the loading scenarios are shown figure 1.4, which considered

to be (1) wind-load towards the front side, tension on the model; and (2) wind load from the side of tower,

tension on the windward part and compression on the leeward part of the model.

Figure 1.4. Beam model of the tower and load scenarios with wind-load (1) towards the front side and (2) from the
side of the tower

5



Group BAKK7-1.201 1. Introduction

This project focuses on the loading scenario (1), accordingly the plate model is subjected to uniformly

distributed, uni-axial tensile force in longitudinal direction. The loading scenario (2), which involves

buckling due to compression, is neglected in this report.

1.3 Material Properties

As being mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the material used in this project is steel - a

homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material with high tensile strength.

In all the approaches in this report, the material parameters Elastic Modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν will

be used to make conversion between stresses and strains when analyzing the model. The typical values

for this material, steel, are stated in the Table 1.2 and will be used for making comparison with the results

from material test (see Chapter 2.2) .

Material Property Symbol Value Unit

Characteristic Tensile Strength fy 325 MPa
Young’s Modulus of Elasticity E 2.1 ·105 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.3 -

Table 1.2. Material properties for steel S325 according to DS/EN 10025-2

1.4 Stress Concentration Factor

The stress concentration factor is a dimensionless factor that is used to illustrate the increment of stress

in a material at certain points. These points, where the stress concentration happens, are usually some

discontinuities in material’s body such as holes, cuts, shoulders or narrow passes. Naturally those

areas of stress concentration are where the structure is most likely to crack or fracture. The stress

concentration factor is defined as the ratio of the highest stress in the element, σmax , to the reference

stress, σr e f , as it is stated in the equation 1.1.

Kσ = σmax

σr e f
(1.1)

Reference stress is the total stress within an element, without discontinuities, under the same loading

conditions. It is known, based on the general stress-strain curve for the steel, that after a certain value

of stress applied, a structure starts to yields, and later a failure occurs. Therefore, in order to ensure that

the material will remain linear-elastic in the theoretical and numerical approaches, a point load with a

magnitude of 50 kN is used in all the calculations and it was also the maximum applied load during the

experiment.

6



1.4. Stress Concentration Factor Aalborg Universitet

Figure 1.5. Plate without discontinuities.Reference stress.

The reference stress is calculated based on the tensile force, and the area of the cross-section Ar e f :

σr e f =
Q

Ar e f
= 50000N

(80mm)(8mm)
= 78.125MPa (1.2)

To sum it up, the stress concentration factor, for every point of the plate with hole, is calculated as the

ratio of the stress in this point and the stress of reference as it is described above.

7





Experiments 2
2.1 Introduction

The aim of the experimental analysis is to simulate a structural prototype with a scaled model in

laboratory, in order to obtain the structural behavior and results that can be compared with the

outcomes from other methods of analysis and then applied to the real structure.

In this project, the models are considered as that described in chapter 1.2.2 and two different tests are

conducted for different purposes:

• Material Test: in order to obtain material parameters for the model samples by testing a plate with

the same material and shape (without the hole) as the models, the results will be used in further

tests and analysis.

• Main Test: aiming at determining the strain distributions in the models under the uni-axial tensile

force, in which case the results will be compared with the theoretical and numerical analysis

approach.

The aim of this chapter is to describe how the up-mentioned tests were conducted in the laboratory, as

well as how the results of experiments were analyzed.

2.2 Material Test

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the material properties, Young’s Modulus of Elasticity E

and Poisson’s Ratio ν, for the steel specimens by executing a tension test on a steel plate without a hole.

2.2.1 Description

As figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 illustrates below, the material test was executed in the laboratory by using the

automatic hydraulic-powered tensile machine, which imposes uniaxial tensile force to the plate model

in longitudinal (y-) direction. The strains in the specific points of the specimens will be measured and

read by the strain gauges (principle explained in Appendix B.1).

Figure 2.2 indicates that the gauges are placed on the centroid of the elongated plane, where gauge GT1

and GT2 measure the transverse strains perpendicular to the tensile force (εT ), while gauges GL1 and

GL2 are measuring the longitudinal strains parallel to the tensile force (εL).

9



Group BAKK7-1.201 2. Experiments

Figure 2.1. Specimen for the material test Figure 2.2. Specimen model and placement of strain gauges

The reason why to place the strain gauges in the middle of the plate longitudinally is to measure the

strains where the elongation of the plate is fully developed, and where the influence of the restrains at

the top and bottom of the plate is minimal. And the reason why the gauges are placed in the middle of the

plate transversely is to avoid the error caused by the sliding at the clamped ends of the plate, mentioned

in section 2.2.5.

The average value for the results from opposite gauges will be used for further analysis and calculations,

in order to minimize the error mentioned above and the gauge measurement errors described in

Appendix B.1.3).

2.2.2 Procedure

The experiment started with attaching the strain gauges to the specimen, which is in an analogous way

for installing the gauges in main test, described in Appendix B.1. Meanwhile the strain gauges and the

tensile machine is connected to the transducers and then to the computer with cables.

Then the specimen is mounted to the machine, in which case the top and bottom ends of the sample

plate are clamped by the grips of the tensile machine.

Afterwards an uniform uniaxial tensile force is applied to the specimen in its elastic regime. 40kN is

chosen randomly as a load to be used in the material test, which is small enough that the element would

not be yielding and also large enough to collect the data during the test.

Firstly, a 40kN pre-load is applied to the specimen in order to ensure that the stain gauges are installed

in the correct direction, and make the following measurement becoming more precise. Then the plate

sample is unloaded, and the experiment formally started with applying a tensile force from 0 to 40kN to

the material and finally decrease the load to 0 again. The loads are read coupled with the time interval,

given by the machinery automatically and recorded in the computer.

10



2.2. Material Test Aalborg Universitet

2.2.3 Experiment Outcomes

The data collected by the computer are arranged and displayed in a format expressed in Table 2.1,

containing the time steps, applied force, and the strains measured by 4 strain gauges introduced in

chapter 2.2.1.

Time Force Strains
[s] [kN ] GL1 [µm/m] GL2 [µm/m] GT 1 [µm/m] GT 2 [µm/m]
...

...
...

...
...

...

Table 2.1. Raw data table format for the material test

In the experiment, the time interval for each record is 0.05 seconds from a total 57.65 seconds’ test,

giving 1154 measurements of loads and strains in total. The results are including both the loading and

unloading conditions within the elastic regime of the material. The noisy data that are not to be used in

the further analysis are manipulated and explained in chapter 2.2.4.

The raw data are presented as a strain-load diaphragm in Figure B.10, Appendix B.2.

2.2.4 Data Processing

The Young’s Modulus defines the relationship between stress and strain in a material in the linear

elasticity regime of an uniaxial deformation, which is determined based on the stress and strain of the

sample in longitudinal direction (σL and εL respectively). Besides, Poisson’s Ratio ν is the negative of the

ratio of transverse strain εT to longitudinal strain εL . The sketches of the principle are shown in Figure

2.3 and explained in equations 2.1:

Figure 2.3. Principle sketches for material properties

E = σL

εL
ν=−εT

εL
(2.1)

Where εL is measured by strain gauge GL1 and GL2, εT is measured by strain gauge GT 1 and GT 2, and

σL is calculated based on the tensile force F and the cross-section area perpendicular to the force, shown

in the equation 2.2. The cross-section area is calculated form the specimen width b and thickness t given

by the manufacture.

σL = F

bt
= F

80 ·8
(N /mm2) (2.2)

Before calculating the material parameters, the irrelevant data are to be neglected, which include:

11



Group BAKK7-1.201 2. Experiments

1. Unloading data - the measurements obtained after the force reaches the maximum value.

Once the load reaches the maximum value, the load is static but with the machinery vibration

before the unloading process start, case the influence of vibration is reflected on the data.

Therefore, to remove the influence of vibration and simplify the following analysis, the strains

measured after the maximum loading are not used.

2. Noisy data - data in the initial phase of the test, where the stresses and strains are not linearly

related.

When the stresses are linearly related with strains, stress over strain gives a constant value (E-

modulus) respect to the loads in elastic regime. In accordance with figure 2.4, whereσ/ε is parallel

to the horizontal axis indicates the start of data with linearity. Therefore only the data after the

dotted line, measured after 2kN force are to be used in the following analysis.

Figure 2.4. identification of linear relation between σL
εL

and the force

2.2.4.1 Statistical Analysis

After trimming the noisy data, the Young’s Modulus E and Poisson’s Ratio ν for the material are

determined for each sample point by using equation 2.1. Then the mean values for E andν are calculated

individually, which are considered as the material parameters gained from statistical analysis.

Besides, the Standard Deviation S can be calculated for the E and ν samples, which might contain the

true value of an unknown population parameter - the real Young’s modulus or Poisson’s ratio for the

material. By using the two-side Student t Distribution, the confidence interval for these outcomes can

be determined according to the function (Ayyub and McCuen [2011]):[
X − tα/2,k

(
Sp
n

)
, X + tα/2,k

(
Sp
n

)]
(2.3)

12



2.2. Material Test Aalborg Universitet

where

X Mean sample value of E [MPa] or ν [-]

tα/2,k Distribution factor based on α and k

α Level of significance

k Degree of freedom (k = n −1)

n Number of Samples

S Standard deviation of sample E [MPa] or ν [-]

In the material test, totally 534 samples are acquired for E and ν respectively, correlated to 533 degrees

of freedom (k). Meanwhile, the significance level α is set to 5% as a typical choice for a study, giving a

95% confidence level for the confidence interval determined from the expression 2.3. The distribution

factor can be found from figure B.17 in Appendix B.3, read as 1.6448.

The standard deviation will be calculated based on equation 2.4:

S =
√

1

n

n∑
i=1

(
Xi −X

)2
(2.4)

where Xi are individual samples for E and ν separately.

After the calculation handled in program MATLAB, the results for the statistical analysis are shown in

Table 2.2:

Material Parameter Mean value
Standard deviation 95%

Unit
S Confidence interval

Elastic (Young’s) Modulus E 2.092 ·105 3761.4
[
2.090 ·105 , 2.095 ·105

]
MPa

Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.2849 0.0026 [0.2847 , 0.2850] -

Table 2.2. Results from the statistical analysis of the data

2.2.4.2 Linear Regression Analysis

The linear regression method is another approach to determine the material parameters, which can

reduce the effects from disturbance in the test, for instance the vibration from the machinery.

The least-squares method is used to determine the linear regression model, which means that the sum

of residuals between the sample values and the fitted values provided by the model is minimum. The

detailed principles for the linear regression model and the relevant parameters refers to Draper and

Smith [1998].

In the following analysis, the simple linear regression model is set up based on the equation:

y =β0 +βx (2.5)

The coefficient of determination R2 (0 < R2 < 1) indicates how well observed outcomes are replicated

by the model, calculated based on the equation 2.6. The more coefficient closed to 1, the better model

explains the data.

R2 = 1−
∑n

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2∑n
i=1

(
yi − y

)2 (2.6)

Where
ŷi modeled valued of y (calculated based on β and β0)

y mean sample value of y
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Analogously as the statistical analysis 2.2.4.1, the confidence interval for a unknown slope β can be

calculated for the same confidence level 95%, according to Ayyub and McCuen [2011] and expressed

as: β− tα/2,k

√√√√ 1
n−2

∑n
i=1 ε̂

2
i∑n

i=1(xi −x2)
, β+ tα/2,k

√√√√ 1
n−2

∑n
i=1 ε̂

2
i∑n

i=1(xi −x2)

 (2.7)

where

tα/2,k Distribution factor based on α and k (refers to B.3)

α Level of significance (α= 5%)

k Degree of freedom (k = n −2)

xi Mean sample value of x

ε̂i Residual of sample (ε̂i = ŷi − yi )

Young’s Modulus of Elasticity

According to figure 2.3(a), the Elastic Modulus E can be represented as the slope when plotting stresses

against strains in Cartesian coordinates. Therefore the equation 2.5 can be written as:

σL =β0 +E ·εL (2.8)

Where the longitudinal stresses σL are calculated based on equation 2.2, and the longitudinal strain εL

is taking the mean value between the measurement from strain gauge GL1 and GL2, due to the reasons

explained in section 2.2.1. In this case, instead of making calculations based on two gauges separately

and determining the average value afterwards, the analysis is considered as calculating the stress/strain

relation based on the strain in the centroid of specimen’s cross-section.

Additionally, since the stress/strain relation is supposed to cross the origin of the coordinate, β0 = 0 in

equation 2.8. This is due to the fact that the initial strain is normalized to 0 when there is no load applied

to the specimen, and the stress calculated based on the load is 0 at the beginning as well.

Then the regression analysis is carried out by MATLAB, calculating the Elastic Modulus E as the slope for

the regression line, and coefficient of determination R2. The results are displaced in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Regression analysis for Young’s Modulus E

14
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Poisson’s Ratio

According to figure 2.3(b),the Poisson’s Ratio ν can be represented as the slope when plotting transverse

strains against longitudinal strains in a Cartesian coordinate. Therefore the equation 2.5 is written as:

εT =β0 +ν · (−εL) (2.9)

Analogously as analyzing the data for Elastic Modulus E , the β0 is set to be 0 in equation 2.9, and the

longitudinal strain εL is taking the mean value between the measurement from strain gauge GL1 and

GL2, while the transverse strain εT is taking the mean value between the measurement from strain gauge

GT1 and GT2.

Then the regression analysis is carried out by MATLAB, calculating the Poisson’s Ratio ν as the slope of

the regression line, and coefficient of determination R2. The results are displaced in figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Regression analysis for Poisson’s Ratio ν

The results from the regression analysis for both Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio is shown in Table

2.3. According to the fact that the coefficient of determination R2 for both results are approximately

equal 1, almost 100% of the variation can be explained by the model. The calculated material parameters

fit the experiment data with good confidence.

Material Parameter Value - slope 95% Confidence interval Unit R2

Elastic (Young’s) Modulus E 2.0707 ·105
[
2.0706 ·105 , 2.0707 ·105

]
MPa 0.99989

Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.2836 [0.2798 , 0.2873] - 0.99999

Table 2.3. Results from the regressive analysis of the data

Conclusively, the material parameters calculated from statistical and regression analysis are close to the

typical values stated in chapter 1.3, indicates that both the results are reasonable and reliable.

As the regression model minimize the effects from possible disturbance data, the Young’s Modulus E and

Poisson’s Ratio ν obtained from the regression analysis are used for the following part of the project:

E = 2.071 ·105 MPa , ν= 0.284
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2.2.5 Errors

In the procedure of material test and data processing, errors may occur and influence the results. The

possible errors in this section are:

a. Strain gauge measurement errors

For each pair of strain gauges, they are supposed to be placed in the same position on the opposite

surfaces of the specimen, which tends to give the same result. However as figure 2.7 illustrated below,

the opposite gauges measured strains differently.

Figure 2.7. Comparing measurements from different strain gauges

This difference is possibly caused by the errors related to the set-up of strain gauges, which are described

in Appendix B.1.3.

b. Errors in longitudinal stresses σL

In the previous calculations, the specimen width b and thickness t are used to determine longitudinal

stresses σL in the plate sample. However, these dimensions are using the values provided by the

manufacturer instead of taking the values measured from the specimen.

Due to the fact that the error may occur when manufacturing the elements, the test can be improved by

measuring the real dimensions for the specimen before inserting it to the loading machine.

Another reason for error in stresses is that the width and thickness of the specimen are narrowed

transversely when it is elongated in longitudinal direction, as shown in Figure 2.8, but the initial

dimensions b1 and t1 are used to calculate the longitudinal stresses σL in the whole process.

Figure 2.8. Sketches for an elastic element bearing uniaxial tensile force: (a) before elongation; (b) after elongation

This error can be quantified by using the transverse strain εT measured in x-direction. This value

is also considered as the transverse strain in z-direction because the specimen is made of isotropic

elastic material. As figure 2.8 shown above, the shortening of width and thickness are ∆b = b1 −b2 and

∆t = t1 − t2, which can be also expressed as ∆b = εT ·b1 and ∆t = εT · t1.
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Therefore, the dimensions after the elongation are:

b2 = b1 −εT ·b1 t2 = t1 −εT · t1 (2.10)

In this case, the ratio between the initial area and the narrowed area can be determined as equation 2.11,

which can be used to correct the error in longitudinal stresses σL .

A1

A2
= (b1 −εT b1)(t1 −εT t1)

b · t
= ε2

T −2εT +1 (2.11)

c. Sliding at the clamped ends of the specimen

As figure 2.7 shown above, the strains in longitudinal direction (measured by strain gauges GL1 and GL2)

show relatively large difference. This might mainly be attributed to the situation when the clamped ends

of the specimen were not fixed evenly.

Figure 2.9. Example with sliding at the clamped ends of the specimen

In accordant with figure 2.9, the tensile forces applied to the elongated part of the specimen is the friction

between the machine grids and specimen ends. When sliding occurs at the specimen ends, the force is

no longer uniformly distributed and the specimen is unevenly elongated (∆l1 <∆l2).

To quantify the error, the elongated length at the center-line of the plate is used when considering the

condition under the uniformly distributed load, where load equals the average friction in the static

model shown in figure 2.9 (b), and the value is l = l0 + (∆l1 +∆l2)/2). Then the differences between l

and the elongated length on each side of the specimen are:

l − (l0 +∆l1) = ∆l2 −∆l1

2
l − (l0 +∆l2) = ∆l1 −∆l2

2
(2.12)

The influence of this error is reduced by using the mean data from strain gauges GL1 and GL2 before

linear regression analysis, though the experiment can be improved more by doing the test for multiple

times and calculate the average values for the results.
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2.3 Main Test

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the strain distributions surround a hole on a uni-axially

loaded steel plate, in which case the results will be obtained by executing two tension tests on the specimens

with different types of hole.

2.3.1 Description

The main test was executed in laboratory analogously as the material test, in which case the pulling

machine applies uni-axial tensile force to the plate models with a hole in longitudinal direction. Then,

the specimen for the main test and the material test are cut from the same piece of steel plate, indicating

that they have the same material properties.

The model geometry shown in Figure 2.10 is introduced in section 1.2.2. The two types of specimen

tested in this experiment are: the one with a circular hole in the centre of the plate model (Plate A),

which is the main focus of this report; the other one with the elongated-circular hole at the centroind

(Plate B), which provides supplementary data for the experimental analysis.

Figure 2.10. Specimen models

Both plates are clamped at the ends, in which case the boundary condition for the ends of the specimens

are restrained in x-, y- and z-direction, illustrated in a two-dimensional static model in figure 2.10(c). The

clamped distance is measured as 65mm approximately based on the indentation on the specimens left

from the machine grips. Accordingly, only about 370mm (effective length leff) of the the plate sample can

be deformed.

The strains surround the hole of the specimens will be measured and read by the strain gauges, which

include both uni-directional and Rosette gauges (principle explained in Appendix B.1). In this chapter,
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the notation R represents the Rosette strain gauge, while notation G represents the strain measurements

in one direction. The placements of the strain gauges are decided based on the following considerations:

1. Most gauges are placed as closed to the hole as possible, in order to obtain the critical strains

surround the hole in the highest degree.

2. Several gauges are placed away from the hole, e.g. at the edge of the plate, in order to obtain the

comparison data.

3. For each decided location, it is better to measure the strain in both x- and y- direction and to have

another strain gauge placed in the same cross-section, which can be used when comparing the

results.

4. The measuring grid (metal foil) of the strain gauge should not exceed the boundary of the

specimen.

Figure 2.11. Strain gauge placement for the specimens

Figure 2.11 i) and ii) illustrate the placements of the stain gauges on Plate A, where the placement in side

N is mirrored to side S. It indicates that the gauges on different side of the specimen are placed in the
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same position, and each pair of the gauges will measure the strains in the same directions. Therefore

the mean value of the results from each pair of gauges can be used when doing the further analysis and

calculations, due to the purpose of reducing the gauge measurement errors (refer to Appendix B.1.3).

Figure 2.11 iii) and iv) illustrate the placements of the strain gauges on Plate B. However, only the

measurements from the highlighted (red) gauges will be used in the following report, which supply the

comparison data for the analysis of stress distribution in Plate A.

This decision is made by considering:

1. The relative location of gauge G3, G11, G12 and R1 to the boundary of the hole are approximately the

same as several gauge placement in plate A, and providing the measurement in both N and S sides;

2. gauge G4 is placed the furthest from the hole, which is probable to provide the data with the least

effect from the hole;

3. gauge G1, G9 and G10 measure longitudinal strains in the same cross-section of the specimen, where

the result can be shown together to make the comparison.

2.3.2 Procedure

The main test has the similar procedure as the material test, conducted firstly for Plate A and then for

Plate B separately.

The experiment started with assembling the strain gauges to the specimen, described in Appendix

B.1, followed by connecting strain gauges and the pulling machine to the transducers and then to the

computer with cables.

A check for the order of cable connection and computer input is made by attaching the head of a

screwdriver to the soldering pad of each gauge, which will cause "overflow" warning on the computer. If

the warnings are shown in the same order as the screwdriver attaches to corresponding gauge, the cable

connection and the computer input are set up correctly.

Then the specimen is mounted to the machine, in which case the top and bottom ends of the sample

plate are clamped by the grips of the tensile machine. Afterwards the uniaxial tensile force is applied to

the specimen in it’s elastic regime. The value of 50kN is chosen randomly as a load to be used in the

material test, which is small enough that the element would not be yielding and also large enough to

collect the data during the test.

At the beginning a 50kN pre-load is applied to the specimen twice, in order to tighten the strain gauges

and make the followed measurement becoming more precise. Then the plate sample is unloaded, and

the experiment formally started with applying a tensile force from 0 to 50kN to the specimen and finally

decrease the load to 0 again. The loads are read coupled with the time interval, given by the machinery

automatically and recorded in the computer.

Additionally, the breaking tests are also applied to the specimens, in order to obtain the force causing

the yielding in the specimen and prove that the up-mentioned force is smaller than this value. The

procedure of the breaking test is not included in this project, though the outputs and results are shown

in Appendix B.2.3.
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2.3.3 Experiment Outcomes

The data collected by the computer are arranged and displayed as the format in Table 2.4, corresponding

to 0.1 seconds’ time interval for each record and containing the time steps, applied force, and the strains

measured by 12 strain gauges for each specimen introduced in chapter 2.3.1.

Time Load Strains [µm/m]

[s] [kN ]
Uni-directional gauge 1-5 Rosette gauge R1 Uni-directional gauge 9-13 Rosette gauge R2

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12 G13 G14 G15 G16
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

Table 2.4. Raw data table format for the main test

The raw data are present as a strain-load diaphragms in Figure B.11, B.12, B.13 and B.14 in Appendix B.2.

Besides, the outcomes from the breaking test is shown in the same appendix chapter, indicating that

both Plate A and Plate B start yielding with about 350kN load applied by the pulling machine. In this

case the chosen force 50kN is safe to choose for analyzing the specimens in their elastic regime.

The gauge measurement outcomes are re-organized for each tensile test:

Plate A

The main test for Plate A continued for 88.9 seconds in total, recording the loads and strains 890 times

during the test. The results includes both the loading and unloading conditions within the elastic regime

of the material.

The Figure 2.12 illustrates the gauge placements respect to a Cartesian Coordinate, and each point (a -

e) represented by a pair of gauged placed in the front and back side of the specimen. The front side is

chosen to be side S shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.12. coordinate position of the
measurements in Plate A

placement strain gauge (x,y) Position measurement
No. notation [mm] direction

a G1, G9 (11,0) x
b G2, G10 (0,11) y
c G3, G11 (0,-11) x
d G4, G12 (-11,0) y
e G5, G13 (-37,0) y

f
R1-G6, R2-G14

(11,11)
x

R1-G7, R2-G15 45°
R1-G8, R2-G16 y

Table 2.5. re-organized data collected from tensile test for Plate A

Plate B

The main test for Plate B continued for 145.5 seconds in total, recording the loads and strains 1459 times

during the test. The results include both the loading and unloading conditions within the elastic regime

of the material. The Figure 2.13 illustrates the gauge placements respect to a Cartesian Coordinate for

the selected gauges:
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Figure 2.13. coordinate position of the
measurements in Plate B

placement strain gauge (x,y) Position measurement
No. notation [mm] direction

g G3, G11 (20,0) y
h G4 (100,0) y

j
G12, R1-G6

(-10,10)
x

R1-G7 45°
R1-G8 y

k G1 (-5,0) y
m G10 (-22,0) y
n G9 (40,0) y

Table 2.6. re-organized data collected from tensile test for Plate A

The strains measured by the gauges mentioned above are plotted in graphics and shown in Appendix

B.2.

2.3.4 Data Processing

The strain data are to be converted to stresses in this section. However, the irrelevant data should be

trimmed out before calculating the stresses, which follows the same manner as section 2.2.4:

1. Unloading data - disregard the measurements obtained after the the force reaches the maximum

value.

2. Noisy data - neglect the data in the initial phase of the test, where the stresses strains are not

linearly related.

When the stresses are linearly related with strains, stress over strain gives a constant value respect

to the loads in elastic regime. For the specimens with hole, only the stresses at location b, f, g

and h with the measurements in y-direction can be calculated, based on the cross-section area

A = bt = 80 · 8mm2. In accordance with figure 2.14 and 2.15, only the data after the dotted line,

measured after 1kN for Plate A and 15kN for Plate B are to be used in the following analysis.

Figure 2.14. Start of data with linearity in Plate A Figure 2.15. Start of data with linearity in Plate B
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Afterwards, the linear regression method is used to normalize the strain data, which is referred to section

2.2.4.2 and Draper and Smith [1998].

According to the stress-strain relation shown in equation 2.13, the strain ε is linearly related to the tensile

force F respecting to slope 1
AE :

ε= σ

E
= F

AE
(2.13)

Besides, the linear regression model is considered crossing the origin of the Cartesian coordinate, but

due to the fact that the initial strain decided to be zero when neglecting the self-weight of the specimen.

Therefore the simple linear regression model based on the equation 2.5 can be set up as:

ε=β ·F (2.14)

After the slope β is obtained from the regression analysis, the model value of strain (normalized strain) ε̂

can be calculated:

ε̂=β ·F (2.15)

Additionally, the confidence interval for a unknown slope β will be calculated based on the confidence

level 95%, according to Ayyub and McCuen [2011] and expression 2.7. And the coefficients of confidence

R2 are calculated for the outputs by using equation 2.6, in order to check hoe much variation can be

replicated by the model.

The linear regression models are made for each position marked in figure 2.12 (Plate A) and figure 2.13

(Plate B), and give the normalized strain-force relations as the results shown below.

Plate A

Figure 2.16 illustrated the normalized strains ε̂ respect to 0 − 50kN Load for the selected positions

in the case of Plate A. And table 2.7 shows the results of the linear regression analysis for each

position, including the slope of linear regression line β, the coefficient of determination R2 and the 95%

confidence interval for a possible β.

Figure 2.16. Linear regression model for Plate A
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strain model slope (β) 95% Confidence interval R2

ˆεax −5.968·10−10 [−5.977,−5.958] ·10−10 0.99952
ˆεby 3.806 ·10−9 [3.805,3.808] ·10−9 0.99997
ˆεcx −1.108 ·10−9 [−1.112,−1.105] ·10−9 0.99793
ˆεd y 8.526 ·10−9 [8.523,8.529] ·10−9 0.99997
ˆεe y 8.037 ·10−9 [8.032,8.042] ·10−9 0.99993
ˆε f x −3.111 ·10−9 [−3.113,−3.110] ·10−9 0.99994
ˆε f 45° 2.049 ·10−9 [2.045,2.054] ·10−9 0.99886
ˆε f y 8.396 ·10−9 [8.393,3.399] ·10−9 0.99998

Table 2.7. Result of linear regression analysis for Plate A

Plate B

Figure 2.17 illustrated the normalized strains ε̂ respect to 0−50kN Load for the selected positions in Plate

B, and table 2.8 shows the results of the linear regression analysis for each respective positions:

Figure 2.17. Linear regression model for Plate B

strain model slope (β) 95% Confidence interval R2

ˆεg y 4.821 ·10−9 [4.775,4.867] ·10−9 0.98942
ˆεhy 2.861 ·10−9 [2.806,2.917] ·10−9 0.96387
ˆε j x −1.736 ·10−9 [−1.741,−1.732] ·10−9 0.99899
ˆε j 45° 3.189 ·10−9 [3.181,3.197] ·10−9 0.99923
ˆε j y 8.165 ·10−9 [8.804,8.247] ·10−9 0.98842
ˆεk y 7.359 ·10−9 [7.337,7.380] ·10−9 0.99871
ˆεmy 8.804 ·10−9 [8.728,8.880] ·10−9 0.98685
ˆεny 7.181 ·10−9 [7.137,7.224] ·10−9 0.99541

Table 2.8. Result of linear regression analysis for Plate B

According to the fact that the coefficient of determination R2 for all the results are approximately equals

1, the resultant models replicate the experiment data in a large extent. Therefore these normalized

strains can be considered as the final strains on the specimens obtained from the corresponding loads,

written as ε instead of ε̂ in the followed text.
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In the case of strain measured in 45°, ε f 45° and ε j 45° can be used to determine the shear strains at point

f and j . The method is considering ε45° as a normal stress εnn in a rotated coordinate (m-n) from the

origin x-y coordinate, illustrated as figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18. Definition of strain with rotation

Refer to equation C.1 from Appendix C.1, the following formula is to be used:

εnn = εx cos2 (θ)+εy sin2 (θ)+εx y sin(2θ) (2.16)

In this experiment, εnn = ε45° where θ = 45°, therefore the shear strain γx y can be calculated as:

γx y = 2εx y = 2ε45° −εx −εy (2.17)

Afterwards, the strains based on the maximum load (50kN ) in the tensile test are calculated, which will

be used for the upcoming discussion. Due to the symmetry of the specimen geometry (introduced in

Chapter 1.2.2), the strains at each measurement position can also be used when considering the strains

at a mirrored position. Hence, the results are displaced respect to quarter-plate models, shown in Figure

2.19 and Table 2.3.4.

Figure 2.19.

Locations for the resultant strains in
the quarter-plate models

Plate A
Position (x,y) εx εy εx y

a (11,0) −2.98 ·10−5 4.26 ·10−4 -
b (0,11) −5.54 ·10−5 1.90 ·10−4 -
e (37,0) - 4.02 ·10−4 -
f (11,11) −1.60 ·10−4 4.20 ·10−4 −5.90 ·10−5

Plate B
Position (x,y) εx εy εx y

g (0,20) - 2.41 ·10−4 -
h (0,100) - 1.43 ·10−4 -
j (10,10) −8.68 ·10−5 4.08 ·10−4 −2.56 ·10−6

k (5,0) - 3.68 ·10−4 -
m (22,0) - 4.40 ·10−4 -
n (40,0) - 3.59 ·10−4 -

Table 2.9. Experimental strain results with 50kN load to the plates

These resultant strains will also be compared with the results obtained from the other methods. Based

on this purpose, the cross-section 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 4-4 and 5-5 are decided and shown in Figure 2.19, which

will be used to used when doing the comparison presented in Chapter 5.
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2.3.5 Discussion of Results

The obtained results from the data processing are compared in this section, focusing on the normal

strains εy and εy with the results displayed separately in Figure 2.20 and 2.21 corresponding to the

specific points.

Figure 2.20. Longitudinal strains εy from the main test

In the case of the longitudinal strains, the results in Plate A indicate that the closer to the boundary of

the circular hole crossing the x-axis, the larger εy will be obtained; and in the Plate B, εy increases if the

point is placed closer to where the curved part of the hole start to become straight. However the strain

measured at point k is smaller than the value st point m, which might be an error in the experiment

discussed in the following chapter.

Besides, comparing between Plate A and Plate B by using the points with approximately same position

respect to the polar of the circle (or curve), the point a gives a larger εy than point j, but point f gives a

larger longitudinal strain than point g. The smallest εy is measured on point h, indicating that it has the

least influence from the hole.

Figure 2.21. Longitudinal strains εx from the main test

In the case of the transverse strains, the results in Plate A indicate that the largest εx obtained from the

test is from point f. With the same distance to the polar of the circular hole, the point b above the circle

has a larger strain than the point a beside he circle. Comparing between Plate A and Plate B, the point j

have a larger transverse strain than point a, conversely from the situation for longitudinal strains.

The detailed comparison for the experimental results with the outcomes from the analytical and

numerical approaches are shown in Chapter 5.
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2.3.6 Errors

The same errors as in the material test are also possible to occur in the main test, described in section

2.2.5 but excluding errors about the stresses, which is not relevant in the strain analysis.

Specifically, the measurement errors from the gauges installation could be the reason why the gauge

reading at the location k is smaller than the location m in Plate B: The strain gauge might not be well-

adhered to the specimen surface, due to the fact that the gauge placement for point k is decided to be

inside the elongated hole, which is probably too small to handle the gauge installation. Therefore the

outcomes from this gauge will be smaller than the real strain at this location. The other gauge-relevant

errors are described in Appendix B.1.3.

The 95% confidence interval should also be taken into account when considering the possible errors.

For instance, for a linear regressive model in the analysis of plate B the maximum difference between

the calculated slope to the unknown β in the interval is ±1.94% for ˆεhy , indicating the fact that the real

strain at point k could be 1.94% less or more than the results obtained from its linear regression model.

This result deviation is calculated for all the decided point as shown in Figure 2.12 and 2.13, shown in

the appendix B.4.

Additionally, the restrains at the end of the specimen are also possible to affect the strain measurements,

especially for location h which is the closest to the clamped end,

Figure 2.22. Static model for the plate elongation with fixed boundary condition at the ends

The clamping at the ends of the specimen makes the static model for the plate performed as Figure

2.22 shown above. When analyzing a 2-dimensional case, the part of the plate with effective length leff

is extended in y-direction, but the restrains at the boundaries limit the displacement in both x- and y-

direction. This results in the fact that the closer to the ends of the plate, the transverse strain εxx will be

smaller, and the longitudinal strain εy y also becomes smaller when considering the constant Poisson’s

ratio.

In this case, it is possible that the experiment outcomes not only interpret the strain distribution on a

plate influenced by the hole in the middle, but also reflect the effect from the clamping at the end, which

should be taken aware of when doing the results comparison in Chapter 5.
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Analytical Methods 3
3.1 Introduction

In this chapter analytical solutions are presented for the physical problem introduced in chapter 1. The

aim is to find the stress distribution around door hole in a wind turbine tower by using the analytical

formulas that will be derived by continuum mechanics considering statics, kinematics and constitutive

conditions.

As it is explained in the section 1.2.1, the real problem is transformed into two simpler cases which

are illustrated in the figure 1.1 in chapter 1. The stress concentration factor for the steel plate under

investigation will be found in the peculiar case of circular hole, for which the most reliable solutions

can be analysed. In a real case, a door-hole in the wind turbine is generally designed with an elongated

shape. Due to its complexity, the analytical solution in the case of elongated hole is not presented in this

project, therefore the circular hole will be extrapolated making it longer and investigated by numerical

analysis in chapter 4.

The main assumptions made in this chapter will be about boundary conditions, material properties and

geometry. To get an exact solution it is in fact generally necessary to define, by means of simplifications

and schematizations of the real situation, a simplified material behaviour, an extremely regular geometry

as well as ideal boundary conditions.

In this project the rectangular plate with circular hole is subjected to an uniaxial tension as it is illustrated

in the figure 3.1. Ideal free boundaries are considered, therefore only static boundary conditions will be

defined. It is also considered that the displacements generated are small enough so that the material’s

behaviour remains in the linear-elastic range.

Figure 3.1. Static model for the analytical methods
Rectangular plate with a circular hole, under a uniaxial tension
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Two different analytical theories will be presented, and the same set up investigated as illustrated above.

The first one is Airy’s stress function, a theory implemented for plates with a circular hole. The second

one, the Rayleigh-Ritz method, has a classical form and a finite element form. In this project, the classical

form is used, in which an approximating field of independent d.o.f. is defined over the entire domain of

the plate.

Both of the theories are derived with the assumption of homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic

material, and the relevant material properties using in the following calculations are the Elastic Modulus

207.1 GPa and the Poisson’s Ratio 0.284. These values have been found from the material test, shown in

table 1.2 in Chapter 2.2.

The value of the external load applied to the model is 50 kN in the analysis of the following sections,

which is decided to be the same load as used in the experimental analysis, in order to keep the

consistency through the whole report.

3.2 Airy’s stress function

This section is based on the theories from Timošenko [1934] and Carpinteri [1997].

The analytical solution given by Airy (1801–1892) allows to find the exact solution for the stress

distribution in the peculiar case of circular hole in indefinite disc. This solution is also reliable in the

case of a circular hole in the finite plate shown in figure 3.1, with the condition that peculiar requirements

about geometrical dimensions are satisfied. The plate under investigation is free at the boundaries and is

pulled by an uniaxial tension, in absence of body forces. This case may be analysed as a two-dimensional

elastic problem in the plane stress condition since the plate, with a small thickness, is loaded by a force

contained in its own middle plane. Airy’s theory is based on the assumptions that the material has

a linear elastic behavior and the displacements are small, thus both Saint-Venant’s principle and the

superposition principle can be applied.

It will be shown that the stress distribution is perturbed by the presence of the hole only in the center

of the plate itself and the value of the stress concentration factor Kσ, whose definition has been given in

chapter 1.4, will be found and present in this chapter. The strains and the Von Mises stress will also be

calculated in few representative points of the plate.

3.2.1 Airy’s Theory

The plate considered in this chapter has a circular hole of radius a in the centre and is pulled by an

uniaxial constant stress σ in the y-direction, as shown in Figure 3.2. The positions in the plate can be

defined by the distance from the origin r and the angle θ between y-axis and r , where θ = 0 aligns with

the remote loading direction, y .
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a Radius of the circular hole
r Distance from the origin
θ Angle between y-axis and the radius r
σy Uniform external tension

Figure 3.2. Plate with a hole in the centre, pulled by a stress σy

The eight unknowns (three components of stress, two components of displacements and three

components of strains) of the plane stress problem require eight solving equations (two equations

of equilibrium, three elastic constitutive equations and three strain-displacement equations). The

unknown stress functions are to be found so that they also satisfy the boundary conditions and the

compatibility equation.

On the one hand, in the problems with simple geometries the unknowns can be obtained by the direct

method: first the expression for the displacements is written, then the strains and stresses can be

obtained. The stresses are balanced against the externally applied loads. On the other hand, in a

geometrically complex situation such as a plate with a circular hole, the analytical solution is instead

determined by seeking the stress functions and guessing until all the governing equations and the

boundary conditions are satisfied. In this way the first goal is to find the functions of the stresses, from

which strains can be derived by means of the constitutive matrix. Displacements could afterwards be

obtained by integration of the strains.

In order to simplify this search for functions whose derivatives satisfy all the equations, Airy defined a

stress function φ that can be obtained from the following differentiation in the Cartesian coordinates:

σx = ∂2φ

∂y2 σy = ∂2φ

∂x2 τx y =− ∂2φ

∂x∂y
(3.1)

Substituting these expressions of the stresses, the compatibility equation A.9 becomes:

∂4φ

∂x4 +2
∂4φ

∂x2∂y2 + ∂4φ

∂y4 =∇4φ= 0 (3.2)

The stresses obtained by this differentiation will satisfy all the governing equations, but this method is

only valid for two-dimensional problems.
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The problem under investigation is most conveniently cast in terms of polar coordinates. They are

defined respect to r and θ, centered on the hole of the plate and illustrated in Figure 3.3. The

compatibility equation for the function φ then becomes:(
∂2

∂r 2 + 1

r

∂

∂r
+ 1

r 2

∂2

∂θ2

)(
∂2φ

∂r 2 + 1

r

∂φ

∂r
+ 1

r 2

∂2φ

∂θ2

)
= 0 (3.3)

Where

σr Radial stress

σθ Circumferential (tangential) stress

τrθ Shear stress

The stresses obtained from the functionφ(r,θ) are expressed in polar coordinates are shown in equation

3.4.

σr = 1

r

∂φ

∂r
+ 1

r 2

∂2φ

∂θ2 σθ =
∂2φ

∂r 2 τrθ =− ∂

∂r

(
1

r

∂φ

∂θ

)
(3.4)

Figure 3.3. Stresses in polar coordinates

The function φ(r,θ) will be found in accordance with the structural model and the loading situation.

The idea of the Airy’s method is that the stress field along the plate can be determined by defining static

boundary conditions at the edge of the hole, which is traction free, and at a very long distance from the

hole.

In particular, the radial and shear stresses in r = a must vanish because the edge of the hole is free from

external forces:

(σr )r=a = (τrθ)r=a = 0 (3.5)

The following figure 3.4 shows that this physical assumption can be easily understood by means of a

flow field analogy. When a rectangular thin plate is pulled in the y-direction, the vertical flow of forces is

subjected to a deviation caused by the presence of the hole. The curves show the flow of forces around

the hole that can be visualised as streamlines in a fluid flow field, and it’s evident that radial and shear

components of the stress field must be zero.
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Figure 3.4. Flow of forces around the hole in a vertically pulled plate

On the other hand, the value of the stress far from the hole corresponds to the external tension and

therefore has only a component in the y-direction. In fact, the stress field along the plate is perturbed by

the presence of the hole only in the neighbourhood of the hole itself, far from the edges of the plate. This

can be assumed according to Saint-Venant’s principle, which states that the perturbations in a linear

elastic stress field due to the presence of an isolated geometrical discontinuity are localized within the

region close to the discontinuity. The stress levels outside this region are therefore close to the nominal

applied stress levels (unperturbed), in which case the stress distribution is the same as in a normal plate

without the hole. Therefore, when a portion of the plate with radius a′ >> a is considered, the stress

components in polar coordinates can be derived from the constant valueσy by the stress transformation

in plane stress equations, as shown in Appendix C.

Thus, the stresses where the radius is equals (or larger) than a′ can be expressed as:

(σr )r=a′ = σy

2
(1+ cos2θ) (σθ)r=a′ = σy

2
(1− cos2θ) (τrθ)r=a′ = σy

2
si n2θ (3.6)

As it can be seen from the formulas, for the fixed value of radius r = a′ the stress field consists of two

parts. The first part is made of constant values ofσr andσθ, while the second part produces a stress field

in which σr and σθ together with the shearing stress τrθ depend on the value of the θ angle. Thus, the

problem of finding the stress distribution along the plate can be decomposed into two different problems

as shown in Figure 3.5: Problem(1), in which the stress field is axisymmetric, and Problem(2), in which

τrθ has a non zero value due to the non-axisymmetry.

Figure 3.5. Superposition: Problem (1) and Problem (2) of the stress field in r = a′

By means of the principle of superposition, the analytical solutions derived from these two different

problems can be summed up and the stress vectors can be interpreted as sum of vectors shown in figure
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3.5. This method is legitimate because the material of the plate under the investigation has linear elastic

behaviour and the assumption of the small displacements strains. Since the deformations of the body

are small, the corresponding small displacements are linear functions of the forces and can be obtained

by superposition.

3.2.2 Results

In the appendix C the analytical steps to find each solution are shown. The summing up of the two

solutions gives the final expressions for the stress field in the plate with circular hole:

σr =
σy

2

(
1− a2

r 2

)
+ σy

2

(
1+ 3a4

r 4 − 4a2

r 2

)
cos2θ (3.7)

σθ =
σy

2

(
1+ a2

r 2

)
− σy

2

(
1+ 3a4

r 4

)
cos2θ (3.8)

τrθ =−σy

2

(
1− 3a4

r 4 + 2a2

r 2

)
si n2θ (3.9)

These final expressions of the stresses are determined with the assumption that a′ →∞. This solution

was found by Kirsch (1841-1901) and it can be used also for plates of finite dimensions. Its reliability

depends in particular on the geometry of the plate, which has to be at least four times larger than the

diameter of the hole. This condition ensures that a state of uniform tension prevails in the far field and,

therefore, approximates an infinitely long plate so that the error of the Kirsch solution does not exceed

6 per cent. The assumption of infinitely large plate is fulfilled in the case under investigation since the

rectangular plate has a width of 80mm and the radius of the hole is 5mm.

Figure 3.6. Contour plot of the nor-
mal stress σxx

Figure 3.7. Contour plot of the nor-
mal stress σy y

Figure 3.8. Contour plot of the shear
stress τx y
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Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 show the contours of these stresses due to the external applied stress in a unit

value, normalized and plotted in MATLAB. The code creates a structural model for static plane-stress

analysis and defines a geometry description matrix for the plate and the hole in the centre. The three

components of the stresses are plotted in Cartesian coordinates (σxx , σy y , τx y ) in order to compare the

results found by this analytical method with the ones from the numerical and experimental chapters.

The transformation of the stresses from polar to Cartesian coordinate system is shown in Appendix C.

The plots show that despite the external tension applied is uniaxial and uniform, around the hole a non

uniform and bi-axial stress is generated. It can also become compression, for example at θ = 0 and θ =π
where σxx =−σy . It can be seen that the normal stresses are symmetric, left and right, so the conditions

on either side also apply to the other, while the shear stresses on one side are negative of the other.

It also has to be mentioned that even varying the size of the hole the stress components at the hole will

be the same. This happens because under the assumption of infinitely large plate they are independent

of the size of the hole itself.

Moreover, it is evident that the normal stress along y-direction merits attention, since it is for this

component that the highest values are found. The Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the distribution of the

stress σy y in a quarter of the plate and at the edge of the hole. A quarter of the plate can be shown since

the distribution of the normal stresses has two axes of symmetry.

Figure 3.9. Contour plot: normal stress
σy y distribution in a quarter
of the plate

Figure 3.10. y-component of the normal stress distribution at the edge
of the hole, function of θ[r ad ]

At the edge of the hole (r = a) the maximum value of σy y,max = 3σy is found, for θ = π
2 , θ = 3π2 , in the

points which correspond to the ends of the diameter perpendicular to the direction of the tension.

The stress concentration factor Kσ,whixh is the ratio between the highest stress in the element, σy y,max ,

and the reference stress, σy , is therefore three. In the case of a circular hole and infinite plate the stress

concentration factor does not depend on the size of the hole: any hole increases the local stresses near

the hole by a factor of three.
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The figure 3.11 shows the distribution ofσy y along the plate at θ = π
2 , θ = 3π2 , as a function of the radius r .

It can be seen that as r increases the stress approaches the value σy with a very rapid decrease. The very

quick way in which the stress concentration at the hole’s edge dissipates away with increasing r justifies

the application of the Kirsch’s solution to a plate of finite width.

Figure 3.11. y-component of the normal stress at θ = π
2 , 3π2 as a function of the radius r

The Von Mises stress, described in Appendix A.4 has been also taken into consideration.

Figure 3.12. Contour plot of Von Mises stress in (a) whole plate and (b) the neighbourhood of the hole

The figure 3.12(a) shows the contours of the normalized Von Mises stress due to unit external applied

tension. The stress distribution has two axes of symmetry and in figure 3.12(b) the contours in the

neighbourhood of the hole are shown. At the edge of the hole (r = a) the maximum value of σv = 3σy is
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found for θ = π
2 , θ = 3π2 . As expected, in these points the Von Mises stress corresponds exactly toσy y,max ,

since the normal stress in x-direction and the shear stress are zero. Therefore, it can be concluded that

σy y,max is also the von Mises stress that can be directly compared to the material’s yield strength.

Strains εxx , εy y , γx y have also been calculated in few representative points (shown in Figure 3.13), as

well as Von Mises stress σv , in order to compare the results from the experimental and numerical part.

Details about calculations of the strains are explained in Appendix A.1.

The calculation based on the decided 50kN is conducted for the comparisons in chapter 5, in which case

the external stress is 78.125 MPa.

As the Table 3.1 shows, since the plate is pulled vertically the strains in the y-direction are dominant

compared to the strains in x-direction. It is also evident that the resulting strains in the x-direction are

compressive, as expected. In fact, since the plate is subjected to a tensile force, it elongates in the axial

direction while contracting in the transverse direction. These longitudinal strains and transverse strains

are interrelated by means of the Poisson’s ratio.

Figure 3.13. Points in which strains and Von Mises stress are calculated

Point Number (x,y)[mm] εxx [mm/mm] εy y [mm/mm] γx y [mm/mm] σv [MPa]
1 (5,0) -0.00028 0.00091 0.000000034 234.375
2 (40,0) -0.00012 0.00036 -0.000000028 76.37
3 (37,0) -0.00012 0.00037 0.0000000017 77.57
4 (11,0) -0.000038 0.00042 0.000000032 84.98
5 (0,5) -0.00036 0.00013 0.000021 79.82
6 (0,11) -0.000046 0.00019 0.000000017 40.97

Table 3.1. Results of strains and Von Mises stress calculated with 78.125 MPa applied stress.

Once the values of the strains are found, the two components of the displacements, which represents

the last two unknowns of the problem, can be calculated by integration. This it is not conducted in this

project due to the time consuming of the calculation process.
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3.3 Rayleigh-Ritz method

In this section the Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to find the analytical solution for the displacement

field in the steel plate under investigation . When predictions of strains, stresses and displacements

need to be calculated, the procedure usually involves partial differential equations. The requirement of

solving these equations can be avoided by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In general, this method is

a procedure for determining parameters in an approximating field in order to achieve suitable functions

which satisfy the essential boundary conditions. In this report the method will only be used in a 2D

problem, but it can be used also for solving issues in 3D problems. This section is based on the theory

from Cook et al. [2002].

3.3.1 Theory

The method is based on the principle of the stationary potential energy, where the expression of the

displacement fields are what is guessed upon. The difference between Rayleigh-Ritz and finite element

methods is that for the first method the displacements are interpolated by global functions, while for

the second, the displacements are interpolated by local functions. It is important to mention that

the approximate displacements are more accurate than the approximate stresses due to the fact that

stresses are calculated from the derivatives of the approximating field. For a 2D problem such as the one

considered in this report the displacement fields in the x-direction, u, and in the y-direction, v, can be

expressed as:

u =
n∑

i=1
ai fi v =

m∑
i=n+1

ai fi (3.10)

where

ai Amplitude
fi field function
n number of degrees of freedom in the x-direction
m total number of degrees of freedom

In fact, a continuum such as the steel plate with the hole in the middle has an infinite number of degrees

of freedom, namely displacements of every particle of material. It has been shown that the method

calculates an acceptable solution using a limited number of degrees of freedom, in cases where there

are not discontinuities in the body of the plate. The accuracy of the solution depends on the choice of

the field functions, which have to fulfill the essential (kinematic) boundary conditions and the number

of degrees of freedom. The nonessential boundary conditions do not need to fulfilled, but if they are, it

would yield in a more accurate result. As nonessential boundary conditions are being defined the ones

dictated by prescribed values of higher derivatives, e.g. the forces, also known as the static boundary

conditions.

In order to define the displacement fields, the amplitudes ai should be determined,as it is shown in the

equations (3.11). That can be achieved by making use of the principle of stationary potential energy and

the unknowns can be determined by partial differentiation of the total potential energy of the system,Π:

∂Πi

∂ai
= 0 i = 0,1,2, ...,m (3.11)

The potential energy includes the strain energy of elastic distortion and the potential energy possessed

by applied loads. When an external load is applied, the energy (from the load) is stored within the body
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as strain energy, which is a form of potential energy and hence related to the strains. For very small

displacements, can be considered that the system satisfies the equations of equilibrium and therefore

it makes the potential energy stationary. To sum it up, the potential energy Π can be described as the

strain energy U caused by the strain energy in the elastic changes, while the external potential energyΩ

caused by the external loads.

Π=U +Ω (3.12)

The strain energy can be expressed by the elastic strain energy density, U0 integrated over the volume V:

U =
∫

V
U0dV (3.13)

The elastic strain energy can be imported as:

U0 =
∫

{σ}T d{ε} =
∫
σxx dεxx +

∫
σy y dεy y +

∫
τx y dγx y (3.14)

This project is considering a two dimensional problem, therefore the stress and strain vectors are

expressed as:

{σ} =


σxx

σy y

τx y

 {ε} =


εxx

εy y

γx y

 (3.15)

{σ} Stress Vector
{ε} Strain Vector

Assuming that there is no initial stresses or strain, for a linear elastic material in a 2D problem the strain

energy density is expressed as:

U0 = 1

2
{σ}T t {ε} = 1

2
{ε}T [D]t {ε} (3.16)

[D] Constitutive Matrix
t Thickness of the plate

Regarding to the external energy, in the case under investigation only a traction vector contributes to it.

In fact, the body forces such as the gravitational acceleration are considered zero and no moments nor

point loads, since this is converted into a line load, are applied to the disc.

Ω=−
∫

L
{d}T {F }d x (3.17)

{d} Displacement vector
{F } Applied load vector
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The displacement and external load vector can be expressed as:

{d} =
{

u

v

}
{F } =

{
Fx

Fy

}
(3.18)

Therefore, the total amount of potential work in the material can be expressed as a function of the

displacements and strains, by substituting equations 3.17, 3.16 and 3.13 into equation 3.12

Π=
∫

1

2
{ε}T [D]t {ε}d A−

∫
{d}T {F }d x (3.19)

The strain energy is calculated as the strain energy of the rectangular plate decreased by the amount of

strain energy of a quarter of the hole, see figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14. Calculation of the strain energy of a quarter of the steel plate with a hole.

The total potential energy of the system is then calculated as:

Π=
∫ h

2

0

∫ b
2

0

1

2
{ε}T [D]t {ε}d xd y −

∫ h
2

0

∫ p
r 2−y2

0

1

2
{ε}T [D]t {ε}d xd y −

∫ b
2

0
{d}T {F }d x (3.20)

Boundary Conditions

In this method, only a quarter of the plate is simulated using two lines of symmetry. The essential

boundary conditions are satisfied by restricting the displacement in the x and y directions, as shown

on the figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15. Boundary conditions used in the Rayleigh-Ritz method.

Considering these boundary conditions it is obvious that u(0,y)=0, and v(x,0) = 0. These are the essential

conditions that the displacement fields must satisfy.
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Determination of displacement functions

Displacement fields are described using polynomial functions of the form (x + y)n , where n is the

degree of polynomial used. As mentioned in the theory, the more parts of a function and constants a

displacement field has, the more accurate the solution for displacements and stresses is. In order to

choose an accurate and suitable function, an investigation of different functions is obtained by using

Pascal’s triangle.The use of Pascal’s triangle with respect to polynomial degrees is depicted in figure

3.16, illustrated up to a degree of 4 but in reality going towards infinity.In order to satisfy the essential

boundaries conditions, the entries for the x-direction depending solely on y (e.g. y,y2 etc.) are left out.

In fact, there would otherwise be deformations along the y-axis and the same applies for the y-direction.

Figure 3.16. Modified Pascals triangles.

When increasing the polynomial degree, the assumed displacement functions used in the convergence

analysis always added the terms of higher degrees to the already existing variables, which creates a larger

function in total. In this case, a polynomial function of eighth degree of freedom is used to obtain the

final results, from where the terms which don’t fulfill the essential boundaries conditions are excluded.

Furthermore, the displacement functions are polynomials in most of the cases, as in the one under

investigation. In this way they automatically satisfy the compatibility conditions. Moreover sine and

cosine functions can be also used to describe the displacement field. According to the predicted

deformation shape, as it is illustrated in the figure 3.17, this kind of function could be also used. Due

to the strict limits of time in this report only the polynomial function case will be applied.

Figure 3.17. Original shape - black, predicted deformations - red.

3.3.2 Convergence Analysis

In this section the accuracy of the results will be examinated, as more rows of the Pascals triangle are

added in the displacement functions. The convergence analysis is based on the displacements and not

on stresses and strains. This is due to the fact that stresses and strains are calculated as the derivatives of

the displacements, therefore these are converging slower.
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In order to compare the results, in a convergence analysis a reference point is needed. In this section the

displacements obtained from the software Abaqus in chapter 4.2 are used. The chosen points are shown

in the figure 3.18 and their coordinates are defined in table 3.2.

Figure 3.18. Coordinates examined in convergence analysis.

Points Number x [mm] y [mm]
1 5 0
2 40 0
3 40 250
4 0 250
5 0 5
6 1.91 4.62
7 3.54 3.54
8 4.62 1.91

Table 3.2. Coordinates of the points of interests.

The results from the displacement convergence analysis of the six chosen points are presented in table

3.3 and table 3.4. Due to the symmetry and the essential boundary conditions, in some points the

displacements are zero, therefore these points are excluded from the tables.

Polynomial Order Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 6 Point 7 Point 8
1st Order -0.00054 -0.00430 -0.00430 -0.00021 -0.00038 -0.00050
2nd order -0.00054 -0.00430 -0.00430 -0.00021 -0.00039 -0.00050
3rd order -0.00055 -0.00440 -0.00430 -0.00021 -0.00039 -0.00050
4th order -0.00056 -0.00440 -0.00430 -0.00021 -0.00040 -0.00052
5th order -0.00058 -0.00450 -0.00430 -0.00022 -0.00041 -0.00054
6th order -0.00062 -0.00450 -0.00430 -0.00023 -0.00043 -0.00056
7th order -0.00066 -0.00460 -0.00420 -0.00024 -0.00045 -0.00060
8th order -0.00070 -0.00460 -0.00430 -0.00025 -0.00047 -0.00063
ABAQUS -0.00198 -0.0050 -0.00429 -0.00063 -0.00140 -0.00182

Table 3.3. Displacement u in mm in the x-direction using different Pascal’s triangle orders.

Polynomial Order Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6 Point 7 Point 8
1st Order 0.09450 0.09450 0.00190 0.00170 0.00130 0.00072
2nd order 0.09450 0.09450 0.00190 0.00180 0.00130 0.00073
3rd order 0.09450 0.0945 0.00190 0.00180 0.00140 0.00073
4th order 0.09440 0.09450 0.00200 0.00180 0.00140 0.00075
5th order 0.09450 0.09450 0.00200 0.00190 0.00140 0.00077
6th order 0.09450 0.09450 0.00210 0.00190 0.00150 0.00080
7th order 0.09450 0.09460 0.00220 0.00200 0.00160 0.00085
8th order 0.09450 0.09450 0.00240 0.00220 0.00170 0.00090
ABAQUS 0.00949 0.00949 0.00577 0.00547 0.00408 0.00223

Table 3.4. Displacement v in mm in the y-direction using different Pascal’s triangle orders.

The tables show that some points can be considered converging even from the first or second order
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polynomial, while other points exponentially approach the value obtained by Abaqus. For example,

points 3 and 4 in the y-direction approach the exact result from the first order polynomial, whereas the

points 7 8 in the x-direction are closer to the exact result every time that one row of Pascals triangle is

added in the function.

Moreover, it is clear that the points that are close to the hole are the ones with the largest percentage

of difference and the slowest convergence rate. On the other hand in the points that are further from

the hole, the assumed displacements are very exact using a limited number of degrees of freedom. The

figure 3.19 shows that in point 6 in the y-direction the displacement converges in a low converge ratio.

It is evident that in order to approach the exact solution a large number of degrees of freedom, and

therefore a large number of constants, is required.

Figure 3.19. Convergence curve at point 6 in the y-direction.

On the opposite side, points further away from the hole seems to converge earlier, as it is shown in the

figure 3.20, with the first and second degrees of Pascal’s triangle. In this way the percentile difference

is smaller than 0.40 %. Although there is an unexpected fluctuation in the fourth order polynomial, the

percentile difference is still small.

Figure 3.20. Convergence curve at point 3 in the y-direction.

To sum up, the outcome of the convergence analysis is that the displacement functions are not able

to describe the actual displacement behaviour sufficiently, especially in the points close to the hole,

no matter how many degrees of freedom are added. For this reason the 8th degree polynomial, with

72 degrees of freedom overall, is used in this chapter. More results from the convergence analysis and

commentary on the curve behaviour can be seen in appendix D.2.
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3.3.3 Deformed Shape

The plots of the deformed and original shape are presented in the figures 3.21 and 3.22 where the

deformed shape is presented in a highly exaggerated mode, in order to make the differences visible.

Figure 3.21. Original shape, green and deformed shape, red.

As it can be seen from these figures, the displacements around the hole are small compared to the

displacements in the boundaries of the plate. The largest displacements are in the boundary where

the load is applied. In general the displacements in the x-direction are negative, due to Poisson effect,

whereas the displacements in the y-direction in general are larger and positive, and this also corresponds

to the expected behaviour. Due to the applied symmetry and the precondition that the displacement

functions have to fulfill the essential boundary conditions, it is observed that there are no displacements

in the x-direction along x=0 and vice versa for the y-direction along y=0. The scale of the displacements

is 100 both in x and y direction.

Figure 3.22. Close up of the hole, with the original shape, green and deformed shape, red
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3.3.4 Strains calculation

In this sections, the strains are calculated in the six points shown in the figure 3.18 as well as in the points

a,b,e and f where the gauges where placed during the experiment, as depicted in the figure 2.19. In the

calculations, the elastic modulus, E, of 207.1 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio, n, of 0.284 are used along with

a line load of 625N/mm (converted from a point load of 50 kN).

Point Number (x,y)[mm] εxx [mm/mm] εy y [mm/mm] γx y [mm/mm]
1 (5,0) -0.000134 0.000481 0.000012
2 (40,0) -0.000102 0.000369 0.000008
3 (40,250) -0.000107 0.000369 -0.000009
4 (0,250) -0.000105 0.000377 0.000007
5 (0,5) -0.000131 0.000451 -0.000024
6 (1.91,4.62) -0.000131 0.000448 -0.000018
7 (3.54,3.54) -0.000130 0.000452 -0.000010
8 (4.62,1.91) -0.000130 0.000461 0.000001
a (11,0) -0.000120 0.000449 0.000020
b (0,11) -0.000119 0.000403 -0.000038
e (37,0) -0.000102 0.000373 0.000011
f (11,11) -0.00113 0.000390 -0.000018

Table 3.5. Results of strains as calculated from Rayleigh-Ritz method with 625N/mm applied load.

3.3.5 Stresses calculation-Stresses plotting

When the strains are obtained from the displacement functions, then the stresses are calculated using

the constitutive matrix. The same material properties are used as in the previous section.

Point Number (x,y)[mm] σxx [MPa] σy y [MPa] τx y [MPa]
1 (5,0) 0.69 99.88 0.98
2 (40,0) 0.42 76.57 0.96
3 (40,250) -1.57 72.72 -0.70
4 (0,250) 0.43 78.22 0.05
5 (0,5) -0.66 93.33 -1.93
6 (1.91,4.62) -0.87 92.62 -0.45
7 (3.54,3.54) -0.46 93.53 -0.79
8 (4.62,1.91) -0.03 95.97 0.03
a (11,0) 1.65 93.50 1.64
b (0,11) -1.01 83.18 -3.03
e (37,0) 0.96 77.54 0.87
f (11,11) -0.41 80.6 -1.45

Table 3.6. Results of stresses as calculated from Rayleigh-Ritz method with 625N/mm applied load.

Normal and shear stresses have been plotted for the quarter of the plate. The stress distribution for x and

y directions are illustrated in the figures 3.23 and 3.24. Comparing the scales in the legend it is clear that

the stresses in the y-direction are much larger than the stresses in the x-direction. This is reasonable,

since the applied stress in the plate is in the y-direction. The same difference between σxx and σy y can

be observed also in the solution obtained by Abaqus in fugures 3.26 and 3.28.
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Figure 3.23. Normal stresses distribution: σx Figure 3.24. Normal stresses distribution: σy

In addiction, a comparison between the stress distribution obtained by commercial FEM software and

the stresses calculated with the Rayleigh Ritz method can be seen in the figures 3.25, 3.26, 3.27 and 3.28,

in x and y direction.

Figure 3.25. Close-up σxx distribution (Rayleigh-Ritz). Figure 3.26. Closed-up σxx distribution (Abaqus).
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Figure 3.27. Closed-up σy y distribution (Rayleigh-
Ritz).

Figure 3.28. Closed-up σy y distribution (Abaqus).

It is evident that there is a large discrepancy and the stresses calculated by the analytical method are off

by a magnitude greater than 20 in the x-direction and greater than 2 in the y-direction. From the figures

above it can be also noticed that the highest stress concentration (tension) is for the analytical method

observed along the x-axis, while for the FEM solution it is observed only close to the hole.

Furthermore, the same large discrepancy can be observed in the stress distribution of σy y . There is

also a deviation in the stress concentration around the hole. In fact, the stress distribution obtained by

Rayleigh-Ritz method gives only positive stresses (tension) around the hole, while the stress distribution

found with FEM presents positive stresses (tension) in the lower edge of the hole and negative stresses

(compression) in the upper edge of the hole.

It can be concluded that the Rayleigh-Ritz method simulates the distribution of the stresses in an

ineffective way. Therefore, the values of the stresses are much more inaccurate than the displacements

analysed in appendix D.2 . This conclusion confirms the studied theory, stating that the strains and

stresses are tenting to be less accurate than the displacements, since their calculation is based on the

derivatives of the displacements. Finally, by analysing the shear stresses the same trends are observed,

as it is illustrated in figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.29. Shear stress distribution obtained by Rayleigh-Ritz method

3.3.6 Stress concentration factor

The stress concentration factor is an additional base of comparison between the different approaches.

As it is stated in the theory of Airy’s stress function, the maximum stress concentration is found to be

three times the reference stress and it occurs in the point 1 shown in the figure 3.18. From the results

obtained with Abaqus the maximum stress concentrations happens in the same point and the value of

the stress concentration factor is very close to the one determined by Airy’s stress function, as it is shown

in the table below:

Airy’s stress function Rayleigh-Ritz method Abaqus

Kσ 3.00 1.28 3.05

Even though Rayleigh-Ritz method secures that the maximum stress concentration happens in the

same point as the other approaches, the result is not predicted with a sufficient accuracy. The stress

concentration factor calculated by this method is concluded to be very far from the expected result.
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3.3.7 Discussion

As it is mentioned before, the displacements functions are not able to describe sufficiently the actual

displacement behaviour, no matter how many degrees of freedom are added. The results are still far from

the exact solution. The reason for this declination is that in Rayleigh-Ritz method the analysed object

is described by one function for the whole element while in the finite element method the behaviour

of the element is described through tiny particles and for each particle different shape functions are

defined. Based on this report, the geometry of the investigated object is quite complex and therefore is

impossible to describe the displacement behaviour of the whole structural object by one displacement

function. Furthermore, the strains and the stresses which are calculated based on the displacement

functions are also inaccurate. Finally, it is concluded that this method leads to incorrect results for the

investigated problem, and in overall it has several weaknesses. However it is possible that this approach

can be useful in different cases with simpler geometry.
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The aim of this chapter is to present the Finite Element Method (FEM) in 2D and show how it is applied

in this project for a plate with a hole. Theory behind FEM and detailed concepts of elements used in this

project will be presented in Appendix E.

Two FEM models will be used in this report for analyzing multiple models. The first one is a program

created in MATLAB by the authors of this report, in which only the plate with circular hole and plate with

elongated hole will be analyzed, both of which were presented in figure 1.2 as Model A and Model B.

The second is a commercial software Abaqus/CAE in which the models A and B will be analyzed for

comparison with MATLAB software. In Abacus also multiple variations and completely different shapes

will be studied.

Some characteristic and features are common for all the models and they are stated below.

Symmetry of the system

As it is mentioned in section 1.2.2, with the numerical model a quarter of the plate will be modelled.

This is possible not only due the geometrical symmetry of the plate, but also because the loads are

assumed to be distributed symmetrically along the top side of the plate. Also some other parameter

has to be taken into consideration, such us the thickness of the plate and other material properties that

are shown in table 4.1. Considering that all these parameter are constant, the system can be assumed

to be symmetric and it will be faster to model it in a computer software. Even though there are several

different models analyzed, in every case the methodology to follow is the same, due to the fact that all

of them are symmetric. Figure 4.1 represents how a quarter of the plate was extrapolated due to the

symmetry of the system.

Figure 4.1. Representation of the plate with the assumed symmetrical section
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Boundary conditions

Choosing the correct boundary conditions is not always an easy task, since small changes in support

conditions can have a large effect on the computer results. FEM support conditions are different than

the ones defined by physical considerations.

The assumed boundary conditions for every model are the same, as shown in figure 4.2 . To be able to

measure the displacement in the model some boundary conditions have to be settled. In this case the

uni-axial load is applied in the vertical direction and, since the model is a quarter of the plate, there are

only applied load on the top of the plate. The continual roller supports are added to the bottom acting

in y direction and to the left side of the plate restraining the displacements in x direction. This restrains

have to be placed at each node.

It has to be noticed that these boundary conditions will not fulfill the real conditions of the experiment

conducted in laboratory. The difference is that in the case of the experiment both ends of the specimens

are clamped in the mechanism of the loading machine and therefore the ends can not deform in x-

direction freely. One way of simulating these conditions would be to apply displacements rather than

forces at the end nodes of the model, so that they have specific value in y-direction and are equal to zero

in x-direction. Anyway, these differences will be neglected in this report.

Figure 4.2. Representation kinematic boundary conditions in a quarter of a plate with a hole (left) and with an
elongated hole (right)

In the computer model, just external loads are taken into consideration,which are distributed along the

top side of the beam. To be able to create the model, this distributed loads has to be converted into nodal

loads, as it is explained in Appendix E.3.5 and E.4.3.
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Material parameters

The material parameters of the plate used in this chapter are shown in table 4.1. All of the inputs were

used in the Matlab code to create a numerical analysis.

Material Property Symbol Value Unit

Elastic (Young’s) Modulus E 2.071 ·105 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.284 -
Radius of the hole a 5 to 15 mm
Width of the plate b 40 mm
Length of the straight part of the hole c mm
Length of the plate l 250 mm
Thickness of the plate t 8 to mm

Table 4.1. Material properties for the material test, chapter 2.3

4.1 Code created in MATLAB

The self-created code will be used for detailed analysis of model A, which was also analyzed in the

analytic part. With respect to this model all the important principles of the code will be explained, such

as the used elements and the way of meshing and also the convergence analysis. Afterwards, model B

will be also analyzed, but with the same parameters which will be proofed sufficient in the analysis of

model A. Some of conclusions will be considered also for other models studied in the Abaqus part.

Figure 4.3. Representation of model analyzed in detail.

Meshing

In order to create an accurate shape of the model, it has to be discretised into a smaller finite elements.

The elements sides and nodes have to create a mesh as close as possible to the real shape of the plate. As

it is explain in section 4.1, four types of elements are considered in this report. The accuracy of the result

increases not only with the number of elements, but also with the kind of element selected.
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The converge analysis aims at determining the number of degrees of freedom needed in the mesh, to

obtain a reasonable numerical solution according to some stated parameters that have to be fulfill.

Mesh refinement is a factor that has to be taken into consideration. Finer meshing must be used in

regions where high stress gradients are expected, as it usually occurs at discontinuities. In this case the

mesh refinement is around the edge of the circle. Moreover, since the main objective of the report is to

study the stresses around the hole, the area of interest is around it. Due to that, the goal is to reach the

necessary accuracy by using just as many degrees of freedom as necessary. There are several cases of

refinement, as it is pointed in Cook et al. [2002]. Despite only h refinement will be used in this report,

some other types of refinement are explained. H refinement consist of adding elements of the same type,

p refinement consist of increasing the degree of the highest polynomial without changing the number

of elements and r refinement consists of relocating nodes, without changing number of elements of the

polynomial degree of their field quantities, as it can be shown in figure 4.4

Figure 4.4. Types of mesh refinements. Figure from Cook et al. [2002]

The number of elements used in the mesh decreases gradually from the circular side. Therefore, the

accuracy of the measurement of the elements would increase. Abrupt changes in element size can create

disturbances in the gradient field in the elements surrounded. Changes in element type can also make

the data not accurate enough, therefore just one element has been used in each mesh.

A software program, GMSH-4.0.4, is used to generate the mesh used in the Matlab code by giving some

variable such us the shape, the type of elements, the size of elements and the number of elements along

the sizes of the structure, etc.

As an illustrative example some comparison between refined mesh and non-refined mesh are shown in

the following figures. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate a comparison between the refined and non-refined

mesh with quadrilateral and triangular elements respectively.
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Figure 4.5. Figure a) represents the plate with a non-refined mesh; figure b) is the zoom of figure a) and figure c) is
the zoomed area with a refined mesh

Figure 4.6. Figure a) represents the plate with a non-refined mesh; figure b) is the zoom of figure a) and figure c) is
the zoomed area with a refined mesh
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Elements

In this section the elements considered in the project are presented.

The election of the elements have an influence on the results of the numerical experiments, therefore

their choice has to be made taking into account the characteristics of the plate and the load conditions.

Figure 4.7. (a) Bilinear rectangle - Quadrilateral 4-noded element. (b) Quadratic Rectangle - Quadrilateral 8-noded
element. (c) Linear triangle - Constant Strain Triangle. (d) Quadratic triangle - Linear Strain Triangle.

In this report, two quadrilateral and two triangular elements are considered. These elements are shown

in figure 4.7. All the elements used in this report are deeply explained in Appendix E. The quadrilateral

elements are the four node and the eight node element. The triangular are the CST and the LST elements.

The elements have a relatively large influence in the results of the analysis, therefore some previous

knowledge has to be taken into consideration.

Although the quadrilateral elements have the same shape, there are some difference between them.

While the Q-4 has four nodes and has linear shape function, the Q-8 has eight nodes and quadratic shape

function. In the case of triangular elements, while CST has three nodes and constant shape function, LST

has six nodes and linear shape functions.

In FEM when the element is compact (shapes not big elongated, skewed or warped, see figure 4.8) the

results tend to be more accurate. So, when the element adopts non-natural shapes the accuracy of the

results decreases. Figure 4.8 shows some elements that can create this reduction of accuracy, so this

shapes has to be avoided. When the mesh is been created by GMSH-4.0.4 software, this shape has to be

avoided as much as possible in order to obtain a better refined mesh and get the correct results.

Also elements with nodes on the sides are less sensitive to shape distortion and this is applied around

the curve, where the LST and Q-8 can recreate better the shape of the circle. In fact, in this case the Q-8

is the one that fits better, owing to the fact that it can adopt quadratic shape functions, while the LST just

can adopt linear shape functions.
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Figure 4.8. Element shape distortion, from Cook et al. [2002]

4.1.1 Convergence Analysis

Convergence analysis deals with the relation between mesh refinement and the convergence of FE

results towards correct results. In this project, results from very fine mesh in each element are considered

as a reference in order to carry on the converge analysis.

In this report, degrees of freedom in the mesh are increased systematically until the difference of

displacement and stresses between two point is considered enough to be converged.

It is known that stresses field and also strain fields can give a bigger error than the displacement field.

The reason of this behaviour is that the [B ] matrix is obtained by differentiation of the displacement field

and differentiation exposes differences.

The reason behind this analysis is to find the amount of degrees of freedom needed to obtain a

sufficiently refined mesh for all four elements defined in this project, namely CST, LST, Q4 and Q8. A

refinement is considered to be sufficient when the difference between results from model with given

degrees of freedom and the referential results are small enough. The discretization error is supposed to

be very small when the value for this section is assumed as 0.02% .

The procedure followed to get the values of the displacements and stresses in certain points around

the hole was to increase the number of degrees of freedom around this area. The main goal of this

section, as it was mentioned before, is to obtain an accurate value of displacements and stresses for a

certain number of degrees of freedom. The points studied, as shown in figure 3.18, are the number 1 for
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the stresses and the number 5 for displacements. These are the points where the maximum stress and

maximum displacement around the hole take place respectively.

In the next sections a convergence analysis is performed for the plate with the circular hole in the middle.

To carry on with the experiments and to be able to make comparisons, four elements will be considered

in order to obtain more data and understand the behavior of the FEM under different elements and

different refinements of the mesh.

In order to understand the influence of the Gauss order in the results a comparison between different

Gauss orders has been conducted. In section E.3.4 and E.3.6 the theory about numerical integration and

stress calculation is explained.

A graphical example is included in figures 4.9 in order to see how vary the stress distribution in a

quadratic element depending on the Gauss order chosen.

Figure 4.9. Stresses distribution related on the Gauss order. a) Gauss order 1; b) Gauss order 2; c) Gauss order 3; d)
Gauss order 4

From the figure 4.9 it is clear to see how is the stress distribution around some elements.

In this chapter, the mesh is created with GMSH-4.0.4 software. This data is exported to Matlab and by

making some modifications of a Matlab code by Clausen and Pedersen [2010], the simulation of the

structure and the converge analysis is performed.

In the following figures data form the model A is shown, where the circular hole is in the middle. In this

case, and in order to simplify the computational calculation, a quarter of a plate has been taken into

consideration.
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4.1.1.1 Displacements

In this section the converge analysis is carry out for the displacements in the point number 5 from figure

3.18.

Quad-4

In quadratic four elements the converge analysis is carried out for three different Gauss order, 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 4.10. Convergence of displacements for Q-4 and different Gauss order

As it can be seen in figure 4.10 the line referring to Gauss order 1 converge latter than the other two. Also,

it can be seen that both lines, Gauss order 2 and Gauss order 3 follow the same path. This behaviour can

be explained in section E.3.6. For this case, and in order to safe computational time, Gauss order 2 will

be the best option to obtain an accurate result.

Quad-8

In this case the comparison is performed for two different Gauss order, 2 and 3, as it can be seen in

figure 4.11. This can be confirmed as the lines for both Gauss order give similar results, but knowing that

Gauss order 3 fit better, due to this element has quadratic shape functions. This order will be used for

the convergence analysis.
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Figure 4.11. Convergence of displacements for Q-8 and different Gauss order

LST

In LST element it can be seen in figure 4.12 the two Gauss order elected, 3 and 4 give the same resutls

when the displacements are measured. This conclusion can give a valuable information when the

converge analysis will be performed. In this case, and according to the graph, Gauss order 3 is elected.

Not only the difference between displacements are small, but also the time consuming in computational

calculations.

Figure 4.12. Convergence of displacement for LST and different Gauss order
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CST

CST element is analyze in this section, from appendix 4.18 it is said that CST elements does not require

a Gauss integration. Figure 4.13 represent the CST element converge for the normal displacement in the

point number 5 from figure 3.18.

Figure 4.13. Convergence of displacements for CST

As it can be seen, the conclusions obtained from the graph are that for a small number of degrees of

freedom the data can get bad results, but while the number of degrees of freedom are increasing the data

is obtained values closer to the previous one without a big variation.

Comparison between the four elements

The next figure 4.14 is a comparison between the four elements mentioned before. The graph shown

a single line from the previous elements. This lines where chosen by analyzing the previous data and

obtained that for Q-4 elements the ones that fits the best is the line , for the Q-8 the chosen one is the

line that was based on Gauss order 3, the election of this Gauss order is explained in appendix E.3.6. For

LST the line is based on Gauss order 3.

Figure 4.14 is based on the displacements in y direction in point number 5 from figure 3.18 in the

ordinate axis and the degrees of freedom (d.o.f) that are along the circular part of the plate (between

point 1 and 5 in figure 3.18) in the abscissa axis.
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Figure 4.14. Convergence of displacements for the four elements

As it can be seen in figure 4.14, the quadratic elements and LST are the ones that converge faster

compared with the CST elements, and the quad-8 elements converge the fastest between all the elements

represented in the graph. In order to give a better understanding of the date shown in figure 4.14, as it is

mentioned before, the convergence is achieved when the difference between results are small enough.

In this case, as it can be seen the lines are straight, so it can be assumed that are converged.

The convergence analysis is carried out by selecting a deviation of 0.02% from the values that are

converged, as figure 4.14 shown. The value of 0.02% is selected because is big enough to give a reasonable

d.o.f to get trust data and small enough to do not get a large number of d.o.f that can increase the

calculation time consuming. Therefore, for quadrilateral eight the converge is achieved for 120 d.o.f,

for quadrilateral four the value is 146 d.o.f, for LST element this value is 144 and the last one, CST is 210

d.o.f. It means that the quadrilateral eight element is the one that converge with the lest d.o.f.

4.1.1.2 Stresses

In this section the converge analysis is carry out for the stresses in the point number 1 from figure 3.18.

The four elements mentioned before are decided to be studied in order to understand better how the

refinement in the mesh can make differences in the data analysis. Also a comparison between the Gauss

order in the same elements is carried out, owing to the fact that this factor can also change the data

analysis and without a correct Gauss order the measures can be wrong and the data could not be valid.

Quad-4

Figure 4.15 gives the information about how the stresses in the quadratic 4 elements change when the

number of degrees of freedom increases and also how it converges for different Gauss order.
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Figure 4.15. Convergence of stresses for Q-4 and different Gauss order

The analysis of the data gives a valuable information when the Gauss order is taken into consideration.

In this case as it has linear shape function the Gauss order 2 would be enough, as it is explained in

appendix E.3.6. But as it can be seen in the graph, the stresses converge faster with the higher Gauss

order. Nonetheless it can be faster, the results between Gauss order 2 and 3 are similar and when Gauss

order 3 is chosen the computational increases and gives similar results. Also, in figure 4.15 a jump around

150 d.o.f can be seen, the main reason about it can be a wrong refinement of the mesh. If this point were

neglected and created a new mesh, the line will still follow the expected curve. This distortion in the

graph is also seen in the rest of the elements in figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18.

Quad-8

In this section the differences between Gauss order in the converge analysis for a quadratic eight element

will be discussed.

In figure 4.16 some similar conclusion as in quadratic four elements can be obtained. As shown in figure

4.16, that convergence of the stresses at the beginning for Gauss order 3 is faster than for Gauss order

2. For this element, as it has quadratic shape functions, the best number to calculate the numerical

integration is 3, as it is explained in appendix E.3.6. And the graphic can confirm this results by seeing

how the graph converges for a certain degree of freedom.
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Figure 4.16. Convergence of stresses for Q-8 and different Gauss order

Therefore, the same conclusion are obtained as in quadratic four elements.

LST

In LST elements it can be seen in figure 4.17 that for Gauss order 3 and 4 the data is similar, which

indicates that both two Gauss order are accurate enough to calculate the stresses in point number 1.

Figure 4.17. Convergence of stresses for LST and different Gauss order
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CST

CST element is analyze in this section, from appendix 4.18 it is said that CST elements does not require

a Gauss integration. Figure 4.18 represent the CST element converge for the normal stresses in the point

number 1 from figure 3.18.

Figure 4.18. Convergence of stresses for CST

As it can be seen, the conclusions obtained from the graph are that for a small number of degrees of

freedom the data show bad results, but while the number of degrees of freedom are increasing the data

start converging to a value.

Comparison between the four elements

Figure 4.19 is a comparison between the four elements mentioned before. The graph shows a single line

from each of the previous elements. These lines are chosen by analyzing the previous data. The line for a

Quad-4 element is Gauss order 2, for the Q-8 the chosen one is the line that was based on Gauss order 3,

the election of the Gauss order in both element is explained in Appendix E.3.6. For LST the line is based

on Gauss order 3 even though also Gauss order 4 give an accurate data.
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Figure 4.19. Convergence of stresses for the four elements

Figure 4.19 is based on the stresses in point number 1 from figure 3.18 in the ordinate axis and the degrees

of freedom (d.o.f) that are along the circular part of the plate (between point 1 and 5 in figure 3.18) in the

abscissa axis.

The d.o.f along the circle were chosen as a reference in the abscissa axis because is where the

concentration of d.o.f is bigger in order to give more precise information.

As it can be seen in figure 4.19, the quadratic elements are the ones that converge faster compared with

the triangular elements, being the quad-8 the element converging the fastest between all the elements

represented in the graph. CST, compared with the rest of the elements, for 720 d.o.f. gives an stress of

239,13 MPa in y direction while the other three elements give stresses in y direction between 238,44 to

238,16 MPa.

In order to give a better understanding of the date shown in figure 4.19, as it is mentioned before, the

converge is achieved when the differences between results are small enough. In this case, Q-8 converge

for 374 d.o.f., Q-4 for 390 d.o.f. LST for 522 d.o.f. and CST for 588 d.o.f.

Conclusion

Some conclusions can be obtained form this section. First of all, for displacements and stresses the

Quadratic eight element is the one that converge the fastest. This element is used to get the data

and analyze the structure. Secondly, it is clear to see the difference between the converge analysis in

displacements and in stresses. Displacements converge faster than stresses, and the reason is explained

at the beginning of this section. Convergence is achieved for displacements for 118 d.o.f while for stresses

is 374 d.o.f.

When displacements are analyzed it is clear to see that LST and quadratic four elements converge in a

similar d.o.f, and also follow almost the same path. For CST element not only converge slower, but also

for the same d.o.f along the quarter of the circle give the smaller displacement, while the other three

elements converging give almost the same displacement value.
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Looking at the normal stresses in the y direction some similar conclusions can be obtained when the four

elements are compared between each other. The quadratic elements converge faster that the triangular

elements, being the Quad-8 the fastest. CST follows the same behavior as in displacements, being the

element that converge slower and also, as it shown in figure 4.19, the results compared with the rest of

the elements show higher values.

To sum up with, looking at figure 4.19 and 4.14 quadratic eight element is the element that converges

the fastest. Therefore, it is the element chosen to create the mesh and compare the results with the other

methods in this report.

It also has to be mentioned that for Model B the converge analysis is not performed. Due to the time

consuming and the same procedure of the converge analysis, just Model A is analyzed in this section,

so for Model B the same d.o.f. around the hole as in Model A are taken as a reference. This assumption

may cause some deviations in the results for the Model B (elongated hole). This has to be taken into

consideration in order to understand possible deviations when this model is compared with other

methods.

4.1.2 Results

In this chapter, and accordingly with section 4.1.1, the software GMSH-4.0.4 was used to create a mesh

for Quad-8 elements with the same d.o.f as it is mentioned in section 4.1.1. These data are exported to

Matlab that is the software used to carry on the simulations. As it is explained in section 4.1.1, just Model

A was used in the converge analysis. For this section, and in order to compare both models (Model A and

Model B), the same d.o.f around the hole are taken into consideration.

The parameters applied to get the results are shown in table 4.1. Also, both models, the same stress value

is applied, that corresponds with 78.125MPa, the reason why this value is used is in section 1.4

The distributions of normal stresses in x and y direction and shear stresses are shown in this section for

both models. The distributions of stresses of the cross section 1-1, 3-3 and 4-4 represented in figure 2.19

are also shown.

Circular Hole

In this section the results from Model A are discussed. The plots of the stresses in the plate are shown in

figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22.
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Figure 4.20. Stresses distribution along the plate, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa

Figure 4.21. Stresses distribution around the circular side, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa
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Figure 4.22. Von Mises Stresses distribution around the circular side, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa

Figure 4.20 illustrates the stress distribution in the plate while figure 4.21 illustrates the stress distribution

close to the hole, as it can be seen in the scale of both figures.

According to figure 4.20, further from the hole the value is closer to the applied stress, while close to the

hole the distribution of the stresses changes, as it can be seen better in figure 4.21.

From figure 4.21, it is clear to see that the normal stresses in y direction are bigger around the point 1

(Figure 3.18), being the maximum value of 237.74MPa, as also shown in graph 4.23.

Figure 4.22 shows the Von Mises stress distribution (see Apendix A.4) in the plate and also a caption of

the Von Mises stress close to the hole. From this figure the maximum stress is 237.13 MPa for Von Mises,

as shown in graph 4.24
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Figure 4.23. Stresses in y-direction in Cross Section 1-1

Figure 4.24. Von Mises Stresses in Cross Section 1-1

As it can be seen in graph 4.23, the maximum stress along the Cross section 1-1 is where the point is on

the boundary of the hole, placed on the x-axis. This value corresponds to an Stress Concentration Factor

(SCF, see Section 1.4) of 3.04. Also, the further from the circle the smaller is the value. In particular, the

SCF in the edge is 1 and it is evident that the edge of the plate is not "perturbed" by the hole.

Graph 4.24 shows the distribution of Von Mises stress along the Cross section 1-1. This follows a similar
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path as in graph 4.23. The values of the stress in x-direction and the shear stress are relatively small than

the ones of the stress in y-direction. Thus, it is clear that the Von Mises stress is influenced the most by

the normal stresses in the vertical direction.

Because of the similarity between graphs 4.23 and 4.24, only graphs for σy will be shown further in this

section.

Figure 4.25. Displacement around the hole

Figure 4.25 illustrates the displacements in the model A. This image represents the displacements in the

structure with a scale factor of 394.78 to see clearly how the behavior of the structure is. The maximum

displacement is on the top of the structure with a value of 0.09499 mm in the vertical direction. Around

the hole, for point 5 (3.18) the displacement in the vertical direction is 0.00577 mm, for point 1 the

displacement in the horizontal direction is −0.00198 mm.

Elongated Hole

In this section the results from Model B are discussed. The plots of the stresses in the plate are shown in

figures 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28.
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Figure 4.26. Stresses distribution along the plate, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa

Figure 4.27. Stresses distribution around the circular side, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa
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Figure 4.28. Von Mises Stresses distribution around the circular side, the units for the stresses in the scale are in Pa

Figure 4.26 illustrates the stress distribution along the plate while figure 4.27 illustrates the stress

distribution close to the hole, as it can be seen in the scale of both figures.

According to figure 4.26, further from the hole the value is closer to the applied stress, while close to the

hole the stresses change their values, as it can be seen better in figure 4.27.

From figure 4.27, it is clear to see that the values of the normal stress in y direction are bigger where the

end of the circle is connected with the straight side of it, coordinates (0.005,0.010), being the maximum

value of 165.70MPa, as also can be seen in graph 4.29.

Figure 4.28 show the distribution of the Von Mises stress (see Apendix A.4) along the plate and also a

caption close to the hole. From this figure the maximum stress is in the same point 165.63 MPa.
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Figure 4.29. Stresses in y-direction in Cross Section 4-4

As it can be seen in graph 4.29, the maximum stress along the Cross section 4-4 is where the point has

coordinate x = 0.005. This value corresponds to a Stress Concentration Factor (SCF, see Section 1.4) of

2.12, that it is smaller than in Cross section 1-1, where the hole is circular. Also,the further from the circle

the smaller is the value, it has the same behavior than in Cross section 1-1, the SCF in the edge is 1. It

means that the circle has not influence in the stresses on the other side of the plate.

Figure 4.30. Stresses in y-direction in Cross Section 3-3

In graph 4.30 the maximum stress along the Cross section 3-3 is also in the coordinate x = 0.005, this

value is smaller than Cross section 4-4 and also 1-1. The Stress Concentration Factor in this section is

1.43, that it is relatively smaller than in the other Cross sections. Also,the further from the circle the
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smaller is the value, it has the same behavior as in Cross section 1-1 and 4-4, the SCF in the edge is 1. It

means that the circle has no influence in the stresses on the other side of the plate.

Figure 4.31. Stresses in y-direction the straight side of the hole

In graph 4.31 the stresses along the straight side of the hole (x=0.005) are described. The behavior along

this side can be measured and analyzed. The graph goes from the bottom of the plate, y = 0, until where

this is connected with the hole, y = 0.01 m, the maximum stress along the straight side of the hole is

where the straight side is connected with the hole. The Stress Concentration Factor in this section is

2.12. Also, the further from the circle the smaller is the value, the SCF in the edge is 1.43. It means that

the circle is influencing the straight side.
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Figure 4.32. Displacement around the hole

Figure 4.32 illustrates the displacements in the model B. This image represent the displacements in the

structure with an scale factor of 392.15 to see clearly how is the behavior of the structure. The maximum

displacement is on the top of the structure with a value of 0.09563 mm in the vertical direction. The

maximum displacement around the hole is on the top of the hole where the displacement in the vertical

direction is 0.01075 mm. In the right corner where is placed the Cross section 3-3 the displacement in

the horizontal direction is −0.00209 mm.

Comparison of circular and elongated hole

In this section the stress results will be normalized, which means that they will be divided by the applied

pressure. Therefore, every value for arbitrary point of structure will describe the stress concentration

factor which corresponds to that point.

Figure 4.33 shows that the maximum stress concentration factor is higher for circular hole than for

elongated one. For the model with circular hole the value is 3.04 while the model with the elongated

hole the value is 2.12. The maximum SCF in model A is 1.43 times higher than Model B.
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Figure 4.33. Stress concentration factor for model A and model B

Considering the maximum SCF of the structure obtained in figure 4.33 the desing with elongated hole

give better results than the circular hole.

4.2 Analysis in Abaqus

Apart from the code created in the software MATLAB, also commercial software Abaqus/CAE is used

for finite element analysis. Only one type of standard quadrilateral 8-node 2D element with quadratic

geometric order is used, code-named CPS8.

In this case, converge analysis is not conducted, however, values for sufficient number of degrees of

freedom obtained in section 4.1.1 for element quad-8 are used as the bottom limit.

For comparison with the software created in MATLAB, models A and B are modeled in the same way also

in Abaqus. Besides that, variations of the parameters of the two models are also analyzed for realizing

the governing trends. In addition, special shapes, intended for minimizing stress concentration factor,

are examined.

Circular hole

First, the model A is analyzed in the same way as in the MATLAB software for comparing the results, than

the radius of hole is varied. Different sizes of circular hole will be observed to contemplate on the effect

it will have on the maximal stresses and on the stress concentration factor. Besides the regular size of

the plate, also bigger plate of square size is considered, 250mm long, 250 mm wide, shown on the right

side of figure 4.34, to investigate whether the changing stresses and stress factors are caused only by the

changing size of the hole or by the remaining intact part of the plate getting smaller.
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Figure 4.34. Varying radius of circular hole for regular and square plate

Elongated hole

Also model B is analyzed in the same way as in the MATLAB code for comparison. Besides that, several

cases with varying length of the strait part of the hole, c, are investigated, elucidated on the left side of

figure 4.35. Than, model B will be also altered by making the radius a at the corner smaller, which is

explained by figure on the right side of 4.35, while the overall size of the hole will stay the same as in the

model B, therefore (for modeled quarter), 5mm wide and 15mm tall.

Figure 4.35. Varying parameters of elongated hole

Different shapes of hole

The intent is to find shapes of hole, which have lower concentration factor then the shapes of hole which

were mentioned before. First, elliptical shape will be investigated, shown on figure 4.36 a), than an

optimized shape generated by Waldman and Heller [2015], shown on figure 4.36 b).
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Figure 4.36. a) elliptical hole, b) optimized shape of hole

4.2.1 Results

Inner stresses unveiled in this section are all induced by external negative pressure of value 78.125MPa

acting on top surfaces of plates described in section 4.2, which corresponds to concentrated force of

50kN, which was used throughout the whole report.

For model A and model B, distribution of normal stresses in x and y direction, shear stresses and von

Mises stresses are plotted. Also graphs of distribution of σy at the bottom edge of the modeled quarters

of plates are shown. Finally, the values of stress concentration factor will be presented.

For all the other variations of model A and B and the other shapes described in section 4.2, distributions

of von Mises stresses are shown and afterwards the comparison of maximum stresses and stress

concentration factors with corresponding conclusions are made. All the plots of stress distributions

in this section are shown on deformed structures (scaled deformation), except the optimized shape

described in figure 4.36 b), because in its case it could be misleading. Also all these figures show just

a detail of every modeled quarter plate, so that the distributions are more visible.

Circular Hole

First, normal stresses σy y , σxx, shear stress τx y and von Mises stress for the model A are shown:

Figure 4.37. Distribution of σy y [Pa]. Figure 4.38. Distribution of von Mises stresses[Pa].
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Figure 4.39. Distribution of σxx [Pa]. Figure 4.40. Distribution of τx y [Pa].

Distribution of σy at the bottom edge of model A:

Figure 4.41. Distribution of σy through path 1-1 (described on figure 2.19)

The σy stresses in model A are concentrated towards the right side of the edge of the hole (coordinate

0,0.005), with maximum value of 238.83MPa, which corresponds to stress concentration factor 3.057.

This is the most critical point of the structure.

Variation of radius

First, the radius of hole will be varied for the same size of plate as in model A. Only von Mises stress,

which was explained in Appendix A.4, is shown for radius of 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15mm:
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Figure 4.42. Radius 7.5mm, von Mises stresses [Pa]. Figure 4.43. Radius 10mm, von Mises stresses [Pa].

Figure 4.44. Radius 12.5mm, von Mises stresses [Pa]. Figure 4.45. Radius 15mm, von Mises stresses [Pa].

The following table shows maximumσy and stress concentration factor for corresponding radius of hole.

The case with radius of 5mm is actually model A and its stress distribution is shown in figure 4.38.

Radius [mm] σy y [MPa] SCF
5 238.830 3.057

7.5 245.455 3.142
10 253.806 3.248

12.5 266.531 3.412
15 284.103 3.637

Table 4.2. Stress concentration factor for varying radius of regular plate.

Secondly, von Mises stresses are shown for differing size of hole in a square shaped plate depicted on

the right side of figure 4.35. While this model of plate is big correspondingly to the size of a hole, only

detailed corner of this structure is shown. As in the previous part, the used holes have radius of 7.5, 10,

12.5, and 15mm:
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Figure 4.46. Radius 7.5mm, distribution of von Mises
stresses [Pa] in square shaped plate.

Figure 4.47. Radius 10mm, distribution of von Mises
stresses [Pa] in square shaped plate.

Figure 4.48. Radius 12.5mm, distribution of von Mises
stresses [Pa] in square shaped plate.

Figure 4.49. Radius 15mm, distribution of von Mises
stresses [Pa] in square shaped plate.

This table shows maximumσy and stress concentration factor for corresponding radius of hole in square

shaped plate.

Radius [mm] σy y [MPa] SCF
7.5 234.962 3.008
10 235.470 3.014

12.5 236.114 3.022
15 236.796 3.031

Table 4.3. Stress concentration factor for varying radius of rectangular plate.

Table 4.3 shows that stress concentration factors are changing only slightly in the square shaped plate,

which is in contradiction with table 4.2, where SCF respond more sensitively to the change of radius.

From this, an conclusion is made, that the size of hole in infinite plate does not affect concentration of

stresses around the hole. However, it has significant effect, when the plate is finite.

Elongated Hole

Normal stresses σy y , σxx, shear stress τx y and von Mises stress for the model B are shown:
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Figure 4.50. Distribution of σy y [Pa]. Figure 4.51. Distribution of von Mises stresses[Pa].

Figure 4.52. Distribution of σxx [Pa]. Figure 4.53. Distribution of τx y [Pa].

Now distributions of σy at the cross sections of model B, described on figure 2.19, will be shown. The

path 3-3 goes through the bottom edge of the modeled quarter of model B.

Figure 4.54. Distribution of σy through path 3-3

The path 4-4 starts at the point where curved part of the hole meats the straight part and ends at the

closest right edge of plate.
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Figure 4.55. Distribution of σy through path 4-4

The σy stresses in model B are concentrated towards the point where curved part of the hole meats the

straight part (coordinates x=0.005m ,y=0.01m), with maximum value of 179.323MPa, which corresponds

to stress concentration factor 2.295. This is the most critical point of the structure.

Differing c

As shown on the left side of figure 4.35, the length of the straight part of an elongated hole will be varied

and von Mises stresses for individual cases will be plotted. The case when c = 10mm corresponds to

model B, which was shown on figure 4.51.

Figure 4.56. c=5mm, von Mises stresses[Pa]. Figure 4.57. c=15mm, von Mises stresses[Pa].

The following table shows maximumσy and stress concentration factor when the length of straight part,

c, of elongated hole is changing.

c [mm] σy y [MPa] SCF
5 186.547 2.388

10 179.323 2.295
15 175.341 2.244

Table 4.4. Stress concentration factor for varying c.

It can be seen in the table 4.4 that the maximum stress and stress concentration factor is getting lower,

when the initial length of hole is increased in the direction of acting external force. This can probably be
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explained with the help of figure 3.4. In the case of longer hole, the flow around the hole does not have

to steer so sharply to the side and back as it is in case of shorter hole. The smoother flow causes that the

stress concentration is lower.

Differing a

In this section the effect of changing radius a, expressed on the right side of figure 3.28, on distribution

of stresses will be shown.

Figure 4.58. a=3mm, von Mises stresses[Pa]. Figure 4.59. a=1mm, von Mises stresses[Pa].

Figure 4.60. a=0mm, von Mises stresses[Pa].

The following table shows the maximalσy and the stress concentration factor related to changing radius

of curvature at the edge of a hole. The case with radius of 5mm corresponds to model B and its stress

distribution is shown on figure 4.38.

a [mm] σy y [MPa] SCF
5 179.323 2.295
3 199.169 2.549
1 261.374 3.346
0 477.223 6.108

Table 4.5. Stress concentration factor for varying a.

The table 4.5 shows that the changing of radius of curvature at the corner of hole (while the overall size

of the hole stays the same) have a strong effect on the concentration of stresses at the edge of the hole.
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Different Shapes

In this section, normal stresses σy y , σxx, shear stress τx y and von Mises stress will be shown for special

shapes defined in section 4.2.1

Elliptic shape

Elliptical shape, described on figure 4.36a), with width to height ratio of 1:2 was chosen, so that this shape

could correspond to the actual shape of maintenance hole in the tower of wind turbine. The distribution

of stress around this hole is:

Figure 4.61. Distribution of σy y [Pa]. Figure 4.62. Distribution of von Mises stresses[Pa].

Figure 4.63. Distribution of σxx [Pa]. Figure 4.64. Distribution of τx y [Pa].

Distribution of σy at the bottom edge of the modeled plate with elliptic hole is:

Figure 4.65. Distribution of σy through the bottom edge of quarter of plate with elliptic hole
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The maximalσy at the most critical point of the plate with elliptic hole is 160.767MPa, which corresponds

to stress concentration factor 2.058. This value is lower than in the case of elongated hole. However, it

is also important to consider the suitability of this design for maintenance hole in wind turbine tower.

This will be discussed in the conclusion chapter.

Optimized Shape

Figure 4.66. Distribution of σy y [Pa]. Figure 4.67. Distribution of von Mises stresses[Pa].

Figure 4.68. Distribution of σxx [Pa]. Figure 4.69. Distribution of τx y [Pa].

Distribution of σy at the bottom edge of the modeled plate with optimized shape of hole is:

Figure 4.70. Distribution of σy through the bottom edge of quarter of plate with optimized hole

The maximal σy at the most critical point of the plate with optimized hole is 143.599MPa, which

corresponds to stress concentration factor 1.838. This value is the lowest found in this report. However,

it is also important to consider the suitability of this design for maintenance hole in wind turbine tower.

This will be discussed in the conclusion chapter.
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Comparison of different shapes of hole

Same as in the comparison for results from software made in MATLAB, also here the stress results are

normalized, which means that they are divided by the applied pressure. Therefore, every value for

arbitrary point of structure describes the stress concentration factor which corresponds to that point.

Figure 4.71 shows comparison of stress concentration factors which correspond to stress in y-direction

for models A and B with elliptical and optimized shape.

Figure 4.71. Stress concentration factor for model A, model B, ellipse and optimized shape

Table 4.6 shows stress concentration factors for all shapes investigated in Abaqus. Of those, the circular

hole is the most dangerous for the case of uni-axial loading. SCF can be lowered by applying different

shapes. Investigated elongated hole with the same radius of curvature as in the circular hole shows 24.9%

decrease of SCF. With elliptical hole the decrease of 32.7% can be obtained. The best decrease of 39.9%,

reached in this report, can be gained by the optimized shape generated by Waldman and Heller [2015].

Shape SCF
circular hole 3.057

elongated hole 2.295
elliptical hole 2.058

optimized hole 1.838

Table 4.6. Comparison of stress concentration factors for all shapes.

However, the stress concentration factor is not the only important feature that has to be considered while

designing maintenance hole in the tower of wind turbine. It has to be possible to manufacture the hole

for a reasonable price, it has to have the right proportions and has to be reliable.
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4.3 Comparison between MATLAB and Abaqus

Also in this section the data are normalized, which means that the graphs show stress concentration

factors instead of stresses. The data from MATLAB software and Abaqus are compared for model A and

B, while only these were analyzed in both. Figure 4.72 shows SCFs at the bottom edges of models A and

B. It can be seen, that the results from each match very well. For example Matlab gives maximal stress

in y-direction for circular hole of value 237.74MPa, while in the case of Abaqus it is 238.83MPa. That

represents differce of 0.46%.

Figure 4.72. Stress concentration factor for bottom edges of model A and model B from MATLAB and Abaqus

Both Matlab FE program and Abaqus software are based on the same principles. There is no reason

to conclude that one of them is more precise than another. However, while Abaqus was designed by

hundreds of software engineers while the Matlab FE program was created by structural engineering

students not so experienced in programming, it is reasonable to have higher trust in Abaqus software, if

used correctly, whose functions were tested for many contingencies. Furthermore, pre-processing and

post-processing of Abaqus is much more advanced, which makes it easier to use and also gives its user

more capabilities to manipulate with data.

The advantages of MATLAB based software are more academic, while user can modify its code and

therefore adapt it for new and special methods of analyzing and designing structures. On the other

hand, it is not an easy task to contribute to the knowledge of computing structures, while FEA already

went through decades of advancements by great academic minds.
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In the aforementioned analysis methods, the stresses and strains on the plate model A and B are analyzed

by using three different methods; experimental, analytical and numerical.

The geometries of the models are described in Section 1.2.2, which are restricted to those used in the

experiments in order to keep the consistency in the whole project. Based on the same reason, all the

analysis methods use the same material parameters from the material test and the same load 50kN

from the main test. Thus the results from all the approaches can be compared on the same models.

The purpose of this comparison is to verify the accuracy of the different methods used in the report,

especially for the FE models made in the program Abaqus. If the results obtained from the other

approaches are largely replicated by the FEM outcomes, the program is considered to be reliable to

handling the extended analysis for different plate geometries, in which case the discussions made in

Chapter 4.2 will be proved to give reasonable results.

Besides, when organizing the outcomes for making the comparison, the differences between the results

from the different analysis can be visualized clearly. In this case the errors corresponding to each

methods is easier to be observed and discussed.

In this chapter the resultant stresses and strains for Model A and Model B are compared separately, in

accordant with the aspects of:

1. Strains: the strain distribution on the chosen cross-sections of the plates, shown in Figure 2.19,

based on different analysis approaches.

2. Stresses: the Stress Concentration Factor (SCF) and the von Mises Stresses obtained from each

method.

Afterwards, the discussion will be made to figure out the possible reasons that lead to the result variance

between the experimental, analytical and numerical methods.

The abbreviations of the result sources instead of the full name of the methods are used in the following

sections, which are listed in Table 5.1 together with the chapter references.

Abbr. Source of the results Reference
Expreiment Experiment of main tensil text Chapter2, section2.3

Airy Airy’s stress function Chapter3, section3.2
Rayleigh Rayleigh-Ritz method Chapter3, section3.3
MATLAB Homemade MATLAB codes, Quad8 element Chapter4, section4.1
Abaqus 2D model analysis Abaqus Chapter4, section4.2

Table 5.1. Abbreviations and sources for the methods and results
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5.1 Model A - Plate with circular hole

Model A is the only case that the analyitical calculations are performed when determining the stresses

and strains along the plate. Therefore the results from all the five methods can be compared together to

analyze the differences between the methods as well as verify whether the MATLAB and Abaqus provide

reliable outcomes. The discussions made in this section are based on the quarter-plate model, which

explains the regulations for the whole plate that is symmetrical in both x- and y- directions.

5.1.1 Strains in cross-sections

The resultant strains are displaced on the decided cross-sections 1-1 and 2-2 through the x-direction

(transverse direction) of the quarter-plate model A. Theses section cuts are decided in order to includes

as many gauge measurements from the experiment as possible.

Figure 5.1. Longitudinal strain εy : cross-section 1-1, quarter-plate A, 50kN load

Figure 5.2. Transverse strain εx : cross-section 1-1, quarter-plate A, 50kN load
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The figures above illustrate the case when the cut is made for y=0, how will the strain εy and εx caused

by a 50kN tensile force distribute on the model A. For both longitudinal and transverse strains, the

results from the Numerical methods (MATLAB and Abaqus) have small difference from the Airy’s results,

probably caused by the different size of the refined elements, explained in the following section 5.3.2.

Despite of the small errors, the Numerical outcomes comply very well with the Airy’s results, proving

that the FEM models used in the previous chapters are capable to explain the strains along the horizontal

center-line on the plate.

The experimental results in location a are almost the same as the up-mentioned calculated strains, but

the longitudinal strain measured at point e is higher than the other results. It might be caused by the

errors about the strain-gauge placement and the uneven loading described in section 2.2.5. Besides,

the error related with the confidence interval of the regression analysis is not visible in the cross-section

comparison for plate A, in which case the results are only possible to have 0.04% ∼ 0.33% difference

(refers to 2.3.6 and Appendix B).

However, Rayleigh’s result only has the same variations as the other methods when the analized position

is further from the circular hole. It indicates that Rayleigh is not a good choice when determining the

strains surround the hole, but it can analyze the case for a solid plate. This phenomenon can be seen in

the following comparison for cross-section 2-2 as well, and reason of it is explained in section 3.3.7.

Then the cross-section 2-2 is considered for y=11 (mm) on the Plate A, where the Rosette gauges is placed

on the specimen in the experiment and can provide shear strain for this comparison.

Figure 5.3. Longitudinal strain εy : cross-section 2-2, quarter-plate A, 50kN load

As the results for the longitudinal strains illustrated above, the Abaqus results comply very well with the

Airy’s result as cross-section 1-1, indicate that Abaqus is reliable when conducting the calculations of the

strains on a plate with a hole.

Figure 5.3 also shows that the MATLAB results follows the same variation as Airy and Abaqus methods,

however with part of the values higher than the other results and with the noise. This situation is due

to the approach of abstract the strain form a cross-section of the mesh which is not on the boundary.

In the MATLAB, Quad8 mesh, the finite elements’ boundaries are not on the same line for cross-section

2-2, therefore the expected values are abstracted from the nodes closed to the expected positions, which
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are not as accurate as the real results. In the Abaqus a new mesh is created based on the line of the new

cross-section and gives more accurate results. Though the same process can be done in the MATLAB as

well, it has not been conducted due to the time consuming of creating a new mesh manually.

In this cross-section, the Airy’s results are calculated based on the stresses for several chosen point on the

model, extracted from the stress-distribution contour, therefor the strain variations for Airy are shown in

poly-lines and shows the imprecise values when the plotting program automatically connect the input

strains.

The εy obtained form the experiment are almost the same as but lower than the other results. It might

be caused by the errors about the strain-gauge set-up described in Appendix B.1.3.

The Figure 5.3 and 5.5 illustrated the transverse and shear strains along the cross-section 2-2, reflect the

up-mentioned possible errors as well.

Figure 5.4. Transverse strain εx (cross-section 2-2) Figure 5.5. Shear strain γx y (cross-section 2-2)

5.1.2 Stresses comparison

A comparison of the different stress distributions among the plate is presented in order to illustrate the

highest value of Von mises stress, but also the stress distribution around the hole. The similarities and

the differences are depicted in the figures below. It can be seen that the Rayleigh-Ritz method does not

fit the other distributions and the result that it yields are far from the rest. Moreover it can be concluded

that the results from the numerical methods are very similar to Airy’s method.

Figure 5.6. Von Mises stress distribution for Rayleigh-
Ritz solution in MPa.

Figure 5.7. Von Mises stress distribution from Airy’s
solution in MPa.
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Figure 5.8. Von Mises stress distribution for Matlab
solution in MPa.

Figure 5.9. Von Mises stress distribution from Abaqus
solution in MPa.

SCF comparison

The stress concentration factor is another base of comparison between the different approaches. The

stress concentration factor is calculated for the point 1 with coordinates x=5 (mm) and y=0, where the

maximum stress is calculated.

Method SCF
Abaqus 3.06

Airy’s 3.00
Rayleigh-Ritz 1.28

Matlab 3.02

Table 5.2. Stress concentration factor obtained by different methods.

The exact solution is provided by Airy’s method, in which the stress concentration factor is calculated

equal to 3. Almost the same value was calculated by finite element approaches. The small differences

are reasonable since the finite element analysis are an approximate method, but the results are very close

to the exact solution. Again the Rayleigh-Ritz method is very far from the other approaches.

5.2 Model B - Plate with elongated-circular hole

The analyses for Model B are only relevant with the numerical and experimental methods. According

to the fact that the reliability of implementing FEM in this project has already been proved by the

comparison above (section 5.1), this section is mainly focus on checking the experimental results by

comparing the strain-gauge measurements with the strains obtained from FEM Analysis. Additionally a

further comparison between the results from the two numerical methods, MATLAB and Abaqus, will be

conducted and discussed below.

5.2.1 Strains in cross-sections

The resultant strains are displaced on the decided horizontal cross-sections 3-3, 4-4 and the vertical

cross-section 5-5. Theses section cuts are decided in order to includes as many gauge measurements

from the experiment as possible.
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Figure 5.10. Longitudinal strain εy : cross-section 3-3, quarter-plate B, 50kN load

The figure above illustrate the strain variation for εy on the model B when case the cut 3-3 is made for

y=0. The MATLAB and Abaqus results indicates the reliable strain distribution and then the experimental

outcomes are be compared to the graph.

The measurements from point m and n follow the same trend as the variation of strains obtained from

FEM. In this case the reasons of the errors are possible to be the strain-gauge placement mistakes and

the variance from the confidence interval that is ±0.86% for point m, ±0.61% for point n that shown in

the Appendix B.

However, for the point k the experimental result is not following the variation of the strain distribution,

which could be the evidence for the error related to the deficient adhesion between the gauge and the

specimen, mentioned in section 2.3.6.

Then, the cross-section 4-4 is considered for y=10 (mm) on the Plate B, where the Rosette gauges is

placed on the one side of the specimen and an unidirectional gauge is place on the other side to provide

the other measurements for εx at the same point.

Figure 5.11. Longitudinal strain εy : cross-section 4-4, quarter-plate B, 50kN load
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Figure 5.12. Transverse strain εx : cross-section 4-4, quarter-plate B, 50kN load

As shown in the figure 5.11, the εy obtained only from a Rosette gauge is different from the FEM

results; However the εx gained the mean strains of the two-gauges’ measurements are complied with the

illustrated strain variation very well. This indicates that having the data from both side of the specimen

and using the mean values it is a good method to minimize the error.

Figure 5.13. Longitudinal strain εy : cross-section 5-5, quarter-plate B, 50kN load

In accordance with the figure above, the cross-section 5-5 shows the strain distribution longitudinally

when x=0. In this case, the εy at point g is not the same but closed to the numerical results. But the

longitudinal strain measured at point h is much lower than the values obtained from MATLAB and

Abaqus. As explained in section 2.3.6 and 5.3.1, this might due to fact that the model used in the

experiment is not the same as the one being analyzed in FEM, influenced by the clamped ends and

the shorter elongated length.
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5.2.2 Stresses comparison

In this sections only results from numerical method will be presented, while only this method was used

to analyze stress distribution in case of model B. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show comparison of von Mises

stresses generated by MATLAB and Abaqus.

Figure 5.14. Von Mises stress distribution for Matlab
solution [Pa].

Figure 5.15. Von Mises stress distribution from Abaqus
solution [Pa].

The value for maximal von Mises stress found by MATLAB is 165.63 MPa, but in the case of Abaqus, it is

179.323 MPa. This difference can be explained in chapter 4.1.1. As it is mentioned, the converge analysis

was just conducted for the circular hole, due to time limitation, and the same d.o.f were used in order to

create a mesh for model B. Looking at the results above and comparing the error between both method

in model A, it can be concluded that the results from Matlab in model B may not be precise enough

because the d.o.f.in the mesh are not sufficient.

SCF comparison

Results of stress concentration factor obtained by two variants of FEM programs are compared in table

5.3. Likely reason for difference between the two values was expressed in previous paragraph. It is

reasonable to have more trust in result from Abaqus, while in its case more refined mesh was used.

Method SCF
Matlab 2.12
Abaqus 2.295

Table 5.3. Stress concentration factor obtained by MATLAB and Abaqus.

The values of SCF for model B are significantly lower than for model A. This trend can be also observed in

table 4.4, where length of hole in the direction of tensile load was varied. An explanation is offered, that

in case of shorter hole the change of direction of flow of stress around the hole is more sudden which

causes higher concentration of stresses.
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5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Boundary condition

In this section the different boundary conditions will be discussed.

Both for the numerical and analytical solutions, which were presented in this project, only static

boundary conditions were primarily applied as it is illustrated in the figure 5.16. The static boundary

conditions are applied in form of tension stresses on the top and on the bottom of the plate and zero

stress in the edge of the hole.

a) whole plate (model A) b) a quarter-plate model

Figure 5.16. Boundary conditions considered for numerical and analytical approaches

Furthermore, in the two numerical approaches and in Rayleigh-Ritz approach the model was simplified

in a quarter of the plate and roller supports were applied along the edges, which have been ’cut off’, i.e.

along the x- and y-axes, to secure continuity to the other parts of the plate.

On the other hand, the considered boundary conditions for the experimental part, are depicted in the

figure 5.17. It is assumed that these boundary conditions are represent the reality, as the plate was

clamped at both ends, and displacements were applied uniformly on the top edge. Therefore the top

of the plate where displaced uniformly in the y-direction, while the displacements in the x-axis were

zero.

Figure 5.17. Boundary conditions during the experiment.
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The differences between the experimental method and the other approaches are initially that in the

experimental set up there were kinematic boundary conditions while in the other approaches not.

Secondly, the way the tension is applied on the plate has to be taken into account. The best way

to represent the applied tension of the experiment would be to make a prescribed displacement

along the top edge. But in order to compare results from the experiment with the numerical and

analytical methods, the strains and stresses need to be calculated to a specific stress. Alternatively, the

displacements during the experiment should have been measured, but such an output was omitted.

Furthermore, due to the fact that during the experiment’s set up the two edges were clamped, as

illustrated in figure 2.10, the free length of the element, meaning the length that could be deformed

in the x and y direction, was reduced. This is likely the reason for the error in the measurement of the

strains in the point h of plate B, see figure 2.19.

5.3.2 Mesh precision

When comparing results for the plate with circular hole in section 5.1, the results from the Numerical

methods (MATLAB and Abaqus) have small difference from the Airy’s results, probably caused by the

different size of the refined elements.

When doing the converge analysis in section 4.1.1, a very high number of finite elements are created in

the mesh in order to achieve a precise results. However the elements closed to the hole are subdivided

finer than the elements further from the hole, due to the fact that the boundary of the hole is considered

to be the most critical case, where the convergence analyses focus on and refine more detailed.

Therefore the numerical methods are possible to give more precise results by subdividing the elements

evenly, for both the area closed to and far from the hole, when doing the refinement for the mesh.
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The main focus of this report is to analyze the simplified models by using different approached, and

to compare the various results to get a better understanding of how the stresses and the strains are

distributed along the maintenance hole of a wind-turbine tower. The analyzed models are the 2-

dimensional steel plates with a hole, circular or elongated-circular, under the uniaxial tensile force.

The aforementioned analysis started with conducting the experiments in the laboratory, in which case

the material test provides Elastic Modulus 2.071 · 105 MPa and Poisson’s Ratio 0.284 for the following

calculations. The main tensile test gives instead the strain measurements from the strain gauges

attached to the two types of model, showing the results in table 2.3.4.

Secondly, two analytical studies are made for the model with circular hole, including the Airy’s stress

function and the Rayleigh-Ritz method. From these analysis, it is acknowledge that Airy’s method

calculates the most accurate results for an infinite plate with a circular hole, and gives a stress

concentration factor (SCF) 3 at the edge of the hole on the horizontal (perpendicular to the loading

direction) center-line. Meanwhile Rayleigh-Ritz’s methods is found to be inappropriate to find the stress

distribution along a plate with a hole.

The last analysis is the numerical method, using the Finite Element Models (FEM) in two different

programs, Matlab and Abaqus, to determine the stresses and strains along the plate with various

geometries of the hole. As the comparison between the numerical methods and the other types of

methods are conducted for the up-mentioned two plate models, it is proved that FEM is accurate enough

to provide reliable results for the simplified 2-D models, which can be used for the further studies of the

load-bearing wind-turbine tower with different shapes of the maintenance hole.

It is found out that a hole in a structure causes a high concentration of stresses around this geometrical

discontinuity. In case of a circular hole the stresses are approximately three times higher than in the

parts of structure with the same loading but uninterrupted by the hole. This fact makes the area around

a hole a critical place for investigation and design of a structure.

Perspectives

The effect of the size of the hole was investigated in this report. In the case of infinite structure, the size

of the hole does not affect the stress concentration factor. However, in a structure of finite size, the effect

of the size is fairly important. In the case of a maintenance hole in wind turbine towers, the hole has to

be as small as possible, while still convenient.

By modifying the shape of the hole, the stress concentration can be lowered. It has been proved that

the radius of curvature of the edge of a hole has strong effect on the stress concentration. When radius

approaches zero, the stress concentration approaches infinity. Therefore it is very inconvenient to use

rectangular holes in load bearing structures.
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With intent to find shapes of hole which causes minimal stress concentration, special designs are

investigated. Just by making the hole longer in direction of tension the SCF is lowered, which is also

convenient for design of maintenance hole. Other shapes can give even smaller SCF. For example for

elliptical shape the SCF almost approaches value of 2. Even lower SCF, close to 1.8, was obtained by

optimized shape of hole described by Waldman and Heller [2015].

However, a low value of SCF does not intrinsically make a design eligible for being used in a structure. It

also have to be possible to manufacture an exact shape and for reasonable price. A specific design can

be called appropriate, when its potential benefits outgrow additional costs.

It is clear, that just by changing the shape of hole the effect of stress concentration can not be fully

eliminated. Therefore, different approach has to be adapted, while otherwise the whole structure would

have to be made at least 80% stronger to withstand the same load as a structure without hole. One way

to deal with this problem is to make the area around the hole stronger, for example by adding more

material. In this way it is possible to approach state when the stress around the hole have the same value

as in the parts of a structure unaffected by it. However, the situation that a sudden change of stiffness

in structure causes stress concentration should be taken into account when considering this type of

approach.

For design of a hole in a structure, it is convenient to choose a shape with stress concentration as low

as possible and at the same time to make its edges stronger. However, it is also important to make the

design feasible, affordable and viable. Economical analysis, which is not part of this report, is necessary

for choosing the right final design.
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Continuum Mechanics A
In this chapter, the basic continuum mechanics will be explained, which are used for conducting the

further analysis and calculations. The formulas in this chapter are stated in rectangular Cartesian

coordinates.

A.1 Stress-strain Relations

For linearly elastic conditions, Hooke’s law can be implemented to express the stress-strain relations.

Therefore when considering the element in elastic state, with no initial stress, the linear relationship

between stress and strain is shown as equation A.1.

{σ} = [D]{ε} (A.1)

where

{σ} Array of stresses

{ε} Array of strains

[D] Constitutive matrix

In three dimensions, the stresses consist of three normal stresses ( σx , σy , σz ) and three shear stresses

(τx y , τy z , τzx ). Correspondingly, the normal strains and shear strains are listed as εx , εy , εz , γx y , γy z and

γzx . When analyzing a homogeneous, isotropic material, the 6×6 constitutive matrix is expressed as:

[D] = E

(1+ν)(1−2ν)



1−ν ν ν 0 0 0

ν 1−ν ν 0 0 0

ν ν 1−ν 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
2 (1−2ν) 0 0

0 0 0 0 1
2 (1−2ν) 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
2 (1−2ν)


(A.2)

Where
E Young’s Modulus of Elasticity

ν Poisson’s ration

In this project the 2D plate is to be analyzed, providing an assumption that the model is considered in

plain stress state. This is due to the fact that loads are only applied to the x and y directions of the plate,

and the thickness of the element is far less than it’s length and width. Thus the stresses in z direction

(σzz , τy z and τzx ) are assumed to be 0, and the stress-strain relations can be simplified as:
σx

σy

τx y

︸ ︷︷ ︸
{σ}

= E

(1−ν)2

1 ν 0

ν 1 0

0 0 (1−ν)/2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

[D]


εx

εy

γx y

︸ ︷︷ ︸
{ε}

(A.3)

An inverted relationship can be used to obtain strains from stresses:

{ε} = [D]−1{σ} (A.4)
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The invert constitutive matrix [D]−1 is expressed as:

[D]−1 = 1

E

 1 −ν 0

−ν 1 0

0 0 2(1+ν)

 (A.5)

A.2 Strain-displacement Relations

By using the engineering definition of strain - normal strain is change in length divided by origin length;

shear strain is the amount of change in right angle - 2D strain-displacement relations in kinematic

condition can be obtained and presented as formulas A.6 and figure A.1.

εx = ∂u

∂x
εy = ∂v

∂y
γx y = ∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x
(A.6)

where
u Displacement in x-direction

v Displacement in y-direction

Figure A.1. Strain-deformation relations in an infinitesimal rectangle, subjected to (a) x-direction normal strain,
(b) y-direction normal strain, and (c) shear strain

The matrix operator format of the equations indicates that the strains in the element can be obtained

from the derivatives of the displacement field, presented in the equation A.7 for 2D case.


εx

εy

γx y

=



∂

∂x
0

0
∂

∂y
∂

∂y

∂

∂x


︸ ︷︷ ︸

[∂]

{
u

v

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

= ∇̃u (A.7)

where
[∂] = ∇̃ derivative matrix

u displacement matrix
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The analyzed element also satisfies the compatibility condition, in which case no cracks appear in

stretching and material particles do not interpenetrate. The compatibility equations is:

εx,y y +εy,xx = γx y,y x (A.8)

With εx,y y
(
εx y

)= εy,xx
(
εy x

)
, the compatibility equation can be expressed as:

εx y = εy x = 1

2
γx y (A.9)

A.3 Equilibrium Equations

The figure A.2 shows stresses and forces acting on a differential element in two-dimensional situation.

On this figure, internal stresses are shown, vector b represents internal body load.

Figure A.2. Distribution of stresses on infinitesimal rectangle within a structure.

Equation A.10 shows the equilibrium equations for x and y directions and also expresses them in a matrix

form.

∂σx
∂x + ∂σx y

σy +bx = 0

∂σy

∂y + ∂σx y

∂y +by = 0

 ⇒ [∂]T {σ}+ {b} = 0 (A.10)

[∂]T Transposed differential operator matrix [-], defined in equation A.7
{σ} Stress vector [Pa]
{b} Vector of body force [Nm−1]
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A.4 von Mises Stress

In accoredant with Ottosen and Ristinmaa [2005], the von Mises Criterion can be used to verify whether

the element is yielding for an isotropic element. Considering the initial yield stress in tension σy0 , the

element√
3J2 −σy0 = 0 (A.11)

Where J2is the second deviator stress invariant:

J2 = 1

2
Si j S j i = 1

6

[(
σx −σy

)2 + (
σy −σz

)2 + (σz −σx )2
]
+τ2

x y +τ2
y z+2

zx (A.12)

Therefore, von Mises Stress σv can be considered as a stress combination when checking whether the

element is yielding. In the two-dimensional cases whenσz , τy z and τzx equals to 0, the formula is written

as:

σv =
√
σ2

x +σ2
y −σxσy +3τ2

x y (A.13)
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Experiment B
B.1 Strain Gauges

A Strain Gauge is the device that have been used in the experiment when measuring the strain of at a

specific point on the specimen.

Two different strain gauge types were used: one is unidirectional strain gauge that measures strain in

uni-axial direction; and the other one is three-axial, Rosette strain gauge, which measures strains in 3

directions: two directions perpendicular to each other and one at a 45° angle between the two directions.

The measuring grid(s) of a strain gauge is made by metal-foil wires and placed between the carrier and

cover sheet. In the case of unidirectional strain gauge, the transducer cable can be directly soldered to

the solder taps, while the BTP (Bondable Terminal Pads) are to be attached to the leads of the Rosette

gauge for the soldering purpose. Following figures represent the two different strain gauge types.

Figure B.1. Unidirectional strain gauge Figure B.2. Rosette strain gauge

B.1.1 Principle

The function of a strain gauge is based on the physical property of electrical conductance and its

dependence on the conductor’s geometry.

For a piece of resistive material with electrical contacts on both ends, the Pouillet’s law gives equation

B.1 to define the Electrical Resistance R of a uniform specimen of the material:

R = ρ l

A
(B.1)

where

ρ Electrical resistance of the material

l Length of the specimen

A Cross-section area of the specimen
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As Figure B.3 shown below, the gauge length changing in the measuring direction is caused by the strain

at the specimen in the same direction.

Figure B.3. Measuring direction for a strain gauge

In accordant with formula B.1 and figure B.3, if an element with a strain gauge attached to it elongate in

the measuring direction, the metal foil in the gauge becomes longer and its cross-section area narrows,

causing the increase of electrical resistance R of the measuring grid. Conversely, R will decrease if the

element and the attached strain gauge is shortened.

Based on this regularity, the strain ε at a point of a specimen can be determined by using the electrical

resistance of a attached strain gauge:

ε= ∆R/RG

GF
(B.2)

where

∆R Change in resistance caused by strain

RG Resistance of undeformed gauge

GF Gauge factor

In the experiment, the changing resistance ∆R of the metal foil is defined as the ratio of voltage cross it

(V ) to the current through it (I ):

R = V

I
(B.3)

Besides, the origin gauge resistance RG and the gauge factor GF differ from different strain gauge. These

parameters are provided by the suppliers and listed in the Table.

Strain Gauge Type Gauge Resistance (RG ) Gauge Factor (GF )

Unidirectional - material test 120Ω ±0.30% 2.04 ±1.0%
Unidirectional - main test 120Ω ±0.30% 2.05 ±1.0%
Rosette - main test 120Ω ±0.50% 2.12 ±1.0%

Table B.1. Strain gauge resistance and Gauge factor form the manufacture

According to equation B.2, the strain measurements are proportionally related to factors RG and GF .

Therefor the error in RG and GF leads to a proportionate increase or decrease in the results. For instance,

a ±0.3% error in Gauge Resistance causes a ±0.3% difference in the strain measurement.
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B.1.2 Installation

Figure B.4. Draw grid-lines

Figure B.5. Clean the surface

Figure B.6. Transpose strain gauge

The procedures of installing the strain gauges to the specimen are

listed below:

• Step 1: Draw grid-lines on the specimen:

– Frost the specimen surface that is surrounding the

centroid of the plane
– Use ball-pen to scratch the frosted surface of leave the

marks.

The location of grid-lines is according on the the drawing of

placement of the strain gauges, and the measurements are

made by using the ruler and machinist square.

• Step 2: Clean the surface of the specimen

– Pour small amount of cleansing agent in a plastic

container, cover it with a cap when not using the it to

avoid the vitalization of the liquid.
– Dip a small piece of cloth into the cleansing agent, use

the cloth to wipe the surface of the specimen.
– If the cloth goes dark, change a new one and repeat the

procedure until no stains remaining on the cloth.

This procedure is to ensure that the strain gauges can be fully

attached to the plate surface and well glued to the specimen.

• Step 3: Transpose the strain gauges to the specimen

– Analogously as Step 2, clean the surface of a plastic cap.
– Place a strain gauge on the plastic cap, ensure the front

side (glazed side) of the gauge is placed upwards.
– Stick a cut of transparent plastic tape to the strain

gauge, fold the ends of the tape so that the ends will

not stick to the other elements.
– Tear off the tape with strain gauge stuck on it from the

plastic cap and stick it to the specimen.

The tape helps to align the strain gauge to the grid lines

drawn in Step 1, and provisionally fix the placement of the

gauge as a preparation for the next step.
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Figure B.7. Glue the strain gauge

Figure B.8. Soled the wires

• Step 4: Glue the strain gauges to the specimen

– Tear up half of the tape with strain gauge stuck on it,

back side up.
– Drop a little amount of adhesive at the back side of

strain gauge
– Hold a piece of oil-paper, quickly press the tape and

and strain gauge back to the fixed location with oil-

paper between the finger and specimen.
– Press on the oil-paper (above the strain gauge) for at

least 2.5 minutes until the adhesive drys up.
– Tear off the tape. The strain gauges will be stuck to the

specimen and the color of the gauge’s surface will be

darker.

All the strain gauges will be stuck to the specimen one by one

according to Step 3 and Step 4.

• Step 5: Solder the wires to the strain gauges

– Use a fiberglass stick to remove the adhesive on the

solder taps on the strain gauges.
– Use a soldering set, melt down the end of a titanium

wire and drop it on the solder taps of one strain gauge.
– Solder each pair of the transducer cable to the titanium

drops on the gauge. The cable connected to one

collector chip should be soldered on one strain gauge.
– Stick the wires closed to the soldering points to the

specimen.

When doing the soldering, the soldering head should not

be so closed to the metal-foil part of the gauges. The

installations will finish after all the strain gauges are soldered

to the wires.

B.1.3 Errors

A few errors might occur when installed the strain gauges to the specimen:

1. The different temperature in laboratory in different day might effect the strain gauge reading. The

metal foil becomes more elastic when the temperature rises, and therefore under a constant load it

will deform more and lead to an increase in output. In this case the consistency for the experiment

handled in different time might be influenced.

2. The measurements for the grid-lines might not be totally accurate due to the hand-measuring,

causing the placement mistake of the gauge placements.

3. Several strain gauge might not totally stuck to the specimen at the beginning, therefore more

adhesive was added between the gauge and the plate sample so that these gauge was not perfectly

attached to the specimen surface.

4. Faults might happen when aligning the strain gauges to the decided placement on the specimen
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manually. The possible displacement includes a) eccentricity and b) rotation from the decided

gridlines, shown in figure B.9.

Figure B.9. possible displacement errors for strain gauge

5. Several strain gauge might not totally stuck to the specimen at the beginning, therefore more

adhesive was added between the gauge and the plate sample so that these gauge was not perfectly

attached to the specimen surface.

6. In the main test for specimen A (plate with circular hole), the gauge factor GF for the Rosette

gauges is set to 2.05 ±1.0% in stead of 2.12 ±1.0%. Based on equation B.2, the maximum and

minimum ratio for the error caused by this fault can be calculated below:

Er r or = 1− εr eal

εer r or
=

[
1− 1/(2.12+1%)

1/(2.05−1%)
,1− 1/(2.12−1%)

1/(2.05+1%)

]
= [0.0135 , 0.0522] (B.4)

Therefore, the measurement outcomes with the error are 1.35% ∼ 5.22%
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B.2 Raw Data

The raw data collected by the computer are the values of load and strains recorded in a certain time

interval, including the loading and unloading process in the experiment. The raw data are shown as

Strain-Load relations in following diagrams, illustrated for the material test, main test and the breaking

test.

In the following graphs, only the material test plots absolute value of the strains, which means that

the transverse strains are converted to the positive values though these indicate the shortening of the

element.

Besides, in the breaking test only the longitudinal strains are plotted due to the fact that they increase in

a larger extent and will yielding faster than the transverse strains.

B.2.1 Material test

Figure B.10. Raw data from material test

B.2.2 Main test

Plate A

Figure B.11. Raw data from main test - Plate A (uni-directional strain gauges)
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Figure B.12. Raw data from main test - Plate A (Rosette strain gauges)

In the figures above, the lines with same color but in solid or dashed line-style represent the results from

a same position but on the front or back side of the specimen.

Plate B

The results presented below are only relevant to the strain gauges chosen in section 2.3.1

Figure B.13. Raw data from main test - Plate B (uni-directional strain gauges)
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Figure B.14. Raw data from main test - Plate B (Rosette strain gauge)

B.2.3 Breaking Test

The following plots are made in order to obtain an approximate load that causes the yielding of the

specimens, where the change of the strain increase exponentially.

In the case of both Plate A and Plate B, the specimen start yielding with about 350kN load applied

longitudinally from the pulling machine. In this case the chosen force 50kN used in the main test is

proved to be small enough that the specimen are loaded in its elastic regime.

Plate A

Figure B.15. Raw data from breaking test - Plate A
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Plate B

Figure B.16. Raw data from breaking test - Plate B
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B.3 Statistics - Student’s t Distribution

Figure B.17. Critical values for Student’s t distribution, tα/2,k (Ayyub and McCuen [2011])
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B.4 Result Deviation - Main Test

This chapter quantifies the deviation of the experimental results from the main tensile test shown in

table 2.7 and 2.8, considering the 95% confidence interval for the the obtained data.

The example is made to explain the procedure, calculated for strain-gauge position c shown in figure

2.12. Firstly, the slope β form the linear regression model (equation 2.15) is calculated as −1.108 ·10−9;

while the can be also considered as an unknown value exists in an interval, which is [−1.112,−1.105] ·
10−9 when having 5% confidence level.

Then the difference between the calculated β and the boundaries of the interval can be calculated, in

which case:

(−1.108 ·10−9)− (−1.112 ·10−9) = (−1.105 ·10−9)− (−1.108 ·10−9) = 4 ·10−12 (B.5)

Thus the variance between the β and the maximum or minimum value in the interval can be calculated

in percentage:

4 ·10−12

−1.108 ·10−9 ·100% =−0.36% (B.6)

According to the fact that β is the slope used for calculating the normalized strain ε̂, which is considered

as the resultant strain form the experiment method, the deviation of the obtained ε should be ±0.33%

for point c.

The same calculations are implemented for all the other decided points, with the results shown below:

strain model slope (β) 95% Confidence interval result deviation

ˆεax −5.968·10−10 [−5.977,−5.958] ·10−10 ±0.15%
ˆεby 3.806 ·10−9 [3.805,3.808] ·10−9 ±0.03%
ˆεcx −1.108 ·10−9 [−1.112,−1.105] ·10−9 ±0.33%
ˆεd y 8.526 ·10−9 [8.523,8.529] ·10−9 ±0.04%
ˆεe y 8.037 ·10−9 [8.032,8.042] ·10−9 ±0.06%
ˆε f x −3.111 ·10−9 [−3.113,−3.110] ·10−9 ±0.05%
ˆε f 45° 2.049 ·10−9 [2.045,2.054] ·10−9 ±0.23%
ˆε f y 8.396 ·10−9 [8.393,3.399] ·10−9 ±0.03%

Table B.2. Linear regression analysis results and deviations - Plate A

strain model slope (β) 95% Confidence interval result deviation

ˆεg y 4.821 ·10−9 [4.775,4.867] ·10−9 ±0.95%
ˆεhy 2.861 ·10−9 [2.806,2.917] ·10−9 ±1.94%
ˆε j x −1.736 ·10−9 [−1.741,−1.732] ·10−9 ±0.26%
ˆε j 45° 3.189 ·10−9 [3.181,3.197] ·10−9 ±0.24%
ˆε j y 8.165 ·10−9 [8.804,8.247] ·10−9 ±1.00%
ˆεk y 7.359 ·10−9 [7.337,7.380] ·10−9 ±0.29%
ˆεmy 8.804 ·10−9 [8.728,8.880] ·10−9 ±0.86%
ˆεny 7.181 ·10−9 [7.137,7.224] ·10−9 ±0.61%

Table B.3. Linear regression analysis results and deviations - Plate B
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C.1 Plane Stress Transformation Equations

The plate under investigation is subjected to an external tension known in terms of coordinate system

x,y, as shown in Figure 3.2.

To find the stresses in terms of the polar coordinate system r ,θ (FigureC.1) equilibrium equations are

written:

σr =σx cos(θ)2 +σy si n(θ)2 +2τx y si n(θ)cos(θ) (C.1)

σθ =σx si n(θ)2 +σy cos(θ)2 −2τx y si n(θ)cos(θ) (C.2)

τrθ = (σy −σx )si n(θ)cos(θ)+τx y (cos(θ)2 − si n(θ)2) (C.3)

Since the plate is only pulled by a tension in y direction, at the edges of the plate far from the hole the

only value different from zero is σy .

σx = τx y = 0 (C.4)

Using the following trigonometrical identities:

cos(θ)2 = 1+ cos2θ

2
si n(θ)2 = 1− cos2θ

2
si n(θ)cos(θ) = si n2θ

2
(C.5)

the expressions of the stresses in the new coordinate system are found:

σr =
σy

2
(1+ cos2θ) σθ =

σy

2
(1− cos2θ) τrθ =

σy

2
si n2θ, (C.6)

Figure C.1. Stress components in two different coordinate systems
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C.2 Solution of Problem(1)

The stress field in Problem (1) presented in chapter 3.2 has plane axisymmetry and there are two stress

components acting in the plane: the radial stress σr and the circumferential (tangential) stress σθ. The

solution can be derived from the problem of thick cylindrical tube under uniform tension solved by Lamè

(1795–1870). Since the stress components do not depend on θ and are functions of r only, the equation

of compatibility can be written as:(
d 2

dr 2 + 1

r

d

dr

)(
d 2φ

dr 2 + 1

r

dφ

dr

)
= d 4φ

dr 4 + 2

r

d 3φ

dr 3 − 1

r 2

d 2φ

dr 2 + 1

r 3

dφ

dr
= 0 (C.7)

The general solution for this ordinary differential equation is:

φ= A logr +Br 2 logr +Cr 2 +D (C.8)

The corresponding expressions of the stresses are:

σθ =
∂2φ

∂r 2 =− A

r 2 +B(3+2logr )+2C σr = 1

r

∂φ

∂r
= A

r 2 +B(1+2logr )+2C (C.9)

The constant B is taken as zero on the basis of considerations about displacements for symmetrical stress

distributions in a circular hole. The expression of the tangential displacement, derived by substituting

into the equations of Hooke’s law the expressions of the stress components found by means of Airy

function, is:

v = 4Brθ

E
−K sinθ (C.10)

where E is the elastic modulus and B and K are constants of integration. It can be seen that the constant

B contributes to the tangential displacement with a not single valued term, since it changes increasing θ

by 2π. This is physically impossible for a closed disc, so B has to be equal to zero.

The constants of integration A, C are determined using the following boundary conditions:

(σr )r=a = 0 (σr )r=a′ = σy

2
(C.11)

On the edge of the hole (r = a) the radial and shear stresses must vanish because no external forces exist

there.

Substituting these conditions in the expressions of the stresses it can be found:

A

a2 +2C = 0
A

a′2 +2C = σy

2
(C.12)

The final expressions of the stresses are then determined with the assumption that a′ →∞:

σr =
σy

2

(
1− a2

r 2

)
(C.13)

σθ =
σy

2

(
1+ a2

r 2

)
(C.14)

τrθ = 0 (C.15)
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C.3 Solution of Problem(2)

In the Problem (2) presented in chapter 3.2 the stress field is non-axisymmetric, and there are three stress

components acting in the plane: the radial stress σr , the circumferential (tangential) stress σθ and the

shear stress τrθ. The solution can be derived from Airy stress function in the form:

φ= f (r )cos2θ (C.16)

Substituting this expression of the stress function in the compatibility equation 3.3, an ordinary

differential equation is obtained in the following form:(
d 2

dr 2 + 1

r

d

dr
− 4

r 2

)(
d 2 f

dr 2 + 1

r

d f

dr
− 4 f

r 2

)
= 0 (C.17)

The general solution is then given by:

f (r ) = Ar 2 +Br 4 +C
1

r 2 +D (C.18)

The corresponding expressions of the stresses are:

σr = 1

r

∂φ

∂r
+ 1

r 2

∂2φ

∂θ2 =−
(
2A+ 6C

r 4 + 4D

r 2

)
cos2θ (C.19)

σθ =
∂2φ

∂r 2 =
(
2A+12Br 2 + 6C

r 4

)
cos2θ (C.20)

τrθ =− ∂

∂r

(
1

r

∂φ

∂θ

)
=

(
2A+6Br 2 − 6C

r 4 − 2D

r 3

)
sin2θ (C.21)

The constants of integration A, B, C, D are determined using the following boundary conditions:

(σr )r=a = (τrθ)r=a = 0 (σr )r=a′ = σy

2
cos2θ (τrθ)r=a′ =−σy

2
si n2θ (C.22)

Substituting them in the expressions of the stresses it can be found:

2A+ 6C

a′4 + 4D

a′2 =−1

2
σy (C.23)

2A+ 6C

a4 + 4D

a2 = 0 (C.24)

2A+6B a′2 − 6C

a′4 − 2D

a′2 =−1

2
σy (C.25)
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2A+ 6B

a2 − 6C

a4 − 2D

a2 = 0 (C.26)

The final expressions of the stresses are then determined with the assumption that a′ →∞:

σr =
σy

2

(
1− a2

r 2

)
+ σy

2

(
1+ 3a4

r 4 − 4a2

r 2

)
cos2θ (C.27)

σθ =
σy

2

(
1+ a2

r 2

)
− σy

2

(
1+ 3a4

r 4

)
cos2θ (C.28)

τrθ =−σy

2

(
1− 3a4

r 4 + 2a2

r 2

)
si n2θ (C.29)

C.4 Stress transformation from polar to cartesian coordinates

The final espression of the stresses found in Airy’s solution are derived from polar to cartesian coordinate

stystem. In a matrix form, the transformation from cartesian to polar coordinates is:

{σ′} = [T ]T [σ] [T ] (C.30)

where σ′ is the stress vector in the rotated axis, T is the transformation matrix and T T its transposed.

T =

 cos2(θ) sin2(θ) sin(θ)cos(θ)

sin2(θ) cos2(θ) −sin(θ)cos(θ)

−2sin(θ)cos(θ) 2sin(θ)cos(θ) cos2(θ)− sin2(θ)

 (C.31)

The transformation from polar to cartesian coordinates is determined as the inverse of the cartesian to

polar transformation.
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D.1 Execution

Implementation of the Rayleigh-Ritz method in relation to the specific problem of a plate with a hole in

tension is presented here. Different accuracy is investigated in the project with a different number for

polynomial terms, but the example given here is for n = 2, where n is the degree of polynomials used to

describe the displacement fields.

u = a1x +a2 y +a3x2 +a4x y +a5 y2 v = a6x +a7 y +a8x2 +a9x y +a10 y2 (D.1)

Only a quarter of the plate is used in this calculations, it is described in the main report in the figure 3.15.

The essential boundary conditions need also to be satisfied, therefore the equations D.1 are reduced:

u = a1x +a3x2 +a4x y v = a7 y +a9x y +a10 y2 (D.2)

Strains are calculated from the deformations using equations D.3:

εxx = ∂u

∂x
εy y = ∂v

∂y
γx y = ∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x
(D.3)

Rewriting the expression of the total potential energy of the system as:

Π=Ur ect ang le −Uci r cle +Ω (D.4)

where these magnitudes, for the quarter of the plate, can be expressed as:

Ur ect ang le =
∫ h

2

0

∫ b
2

0

1

2

[
∂u

∂x

∂v

∂y

∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x

]
Et(

1−ν2
)
 1 ν 0

ν 1 0

0 0 1−ν
2




∂u
∂x
∂v
∂y

∂u
∂y + ∂v

∂x

d xd y (D.5)

Uci r cle =
∫ h

2

0

∫ p
r 2−y2

0

1

2

[
∂u

∂x

∂v

∂y

∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x

]
Et(

1−ν2
)
 1 ν 0

ν 1 0

0 0 1−ν
2




∂u
∂x
∂v
∂y

∂u
∂y + ∂v

∂x

d xd y (D.6)

Ω=−
∫ b

2

0
{u(x,

h

2
) v(x,

h

2
)}

[
0

Fy

]
d x (D.7)

Moreover, substituting in equations D.5,D.6 and D.7 the expressions of the displacements:

Ur ect ang le =
∫ h

2

0

∫ b
2

0

1

2

[
2a3x +a4 y +a1 2a10 y +a9x +a7 a4x +a9 y

]
Et(

1−ν2
)
 1 ν 0

ν 1 0

0 0 1−ν
2


 2a3x +a4 y +a1

2a10 y +a9x +a7

a4x +a9 y

d xd y

(D.8)
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Uci r cle =
∫ h

2

0

∫ p
r 2−y2

0

1

2

[
2a3x +a4 y +a1 2a10 y +a9x +a7 a4x +a9 y

]
Et(

1−ν2
)
 1 ν 0

ν 1 0

0 0 1−ν
2


 2a3x +a4 y +a1

2a10 y +a9x +a7

a4x +a9 y

d xd y

(D.9)

Ω=−
∫ b

2

0
{a1x + 1

2
a4hx +a2x2 a7h

2
+ a10h2

4
+a9

(
h

2

)
x}

[
0

Fy

]
d x (D.10)

In these expressions, only the constants ai are unknown.These constants are then solved by the relation

given in equation D.11, where a system with i unknowns are solved in i equations.

∂Πi

∂ai
= 0 i = 0,1,2, ...,m (D.11)

The calculation of the constants’ values results in the determination of the displacements’ function, by

substitution in the equations D.2.Therefore, the strains are easily derived from the equations D.3. Finally

the stresses are calculated through the constitutive relations:
σx

σy

τx y

= E

1− v2

 1 v 0

v 1 0

0 0 (1− v)/2




εx

εy

γx y

 (D.12)

From the above it is illustrated how the Rayleigh-Ritz method works, and how it can be applied to obtain

expressions for displacements, strains and stresses as functions of x and y coordinates. In practice these

steps are only feasible in calculation software and MATLAB is used in this project.
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D.2 Convergence Analysis of Rayleigh-Ritz Method

D.2.1 Displacements in x-direction

In this section, some graphs are demonstrated about the convergence of the chosen points as they are

illustrated in the figure 3.18 of the main report.

Figure D.1. Convergence curve at point 1 in the x-direction.

Figure D.2. Convergence curve at point 2 in the x-direction.

In the graphs that are illustrated bellow, it is clear that there is large difference in the accuracy of the

results. In the first point, which is on the edge of the hole, the results from the Rayleigh-Ritz exponentially

decrease the percentile difference, but even when an 8th order polynomial is used the difference with the

exact results is larger than 64%. On the contrary, the second point which is far from the hole, the results

of the Rayleigh-Ritz method present a percentile difference of less than 15% from the early stages, while

in the final stage the percentile difference decreases in 7%.
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Figure D.3. Convergence curve at point 6 in the x-direction.

Figure D.4. Convergence curve at point 7 in the x-direction.

Figure D.5. Convergence curve at point 8 in the x-direction.

It is obvious from the figures D.3, D.4 and D.5 that the convergence of the points, which are on the edge

of the hole, is far from the results provided by the commercial FEM software, while the point 3, which is

far from the hole, is fully converged already from the 1st order polynomial function as it can be seen in

the figure below.

D.2.2 Displacements in y-direction

As far as the displacements in the y direction concerns, the points close to the hole present the same

behaviour as in the x-direction. Their convergence curves are illustrated in the following graphs.
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Figure D.6. Convergence curve at point 3 in the x-direction.

Figure D.7. Convergence curve at point 5 in the y-direction.

Figure D.8. Convergence curve at point 7 in the y-direction.

Figure D.9. Convergence curve at point 8 in the y-direction.
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Displacements of the point 4, on the other hand, are close to the exact solution, even from the first stage

of the convergence analysis and there is not any important deviation as more degrees of freedom are

added.

Figure D.10. Convergence curve at point 4 in the y-direction.

To sum it all up, it is clearly seen, that the points closest to the hole, where the exceptional stress

concentration happens, are the points which are the furthest from a converged state, opposite to that the

points furthest from the hole can be considered as converged from the initial stages of the convergence

analysis.
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Finite element method E
This appendix is based on book "Concepts and Applications of Finite Element Analysis", Fourth Edition

by Cook, Malkus, Plesha and Witt. It is explaining the theory used in the report in Chapter 4. General

equations are derived in order to understand the theory behind this report. While most finite elements

in common use are displacement-based, we will discus interpolation based on displacement fields and

show how their stiffness matrices are formulated.

E.1 Introduction to FEM

This method is a numerical approach by which general differential equations can be solved in an

approximate manner. This analysis technique can be applied to a wide range of problems. FEM solves

the problem of complex structures (one, two or three dimension) by discretizing the structure into

smaller parts, named finite elements. The structure under investigation is an assembly of finite elements.

This elements are interconnected at points common to two or even more elements, named nodes. Also

it has to be said that each finite element is a geometric region independent of the domain.

Figure E.1. Mesh of a structure

All the elements have to be in equilibrium, it is achieved using the equilibrium equations. By using the

governing equations of the mathematical model, which are discussed in this section, the equation with

unknown variables are defined. The combination of all the elements is called mesh. It is represented in

figure E.1. Also, the equation in each finite element are solved by interpolating the unknown variables

over the finite element with some basic functions. This equations relate the nodal values of the variables

to other parameters. Accordingly, choosing the correct boundaries, initial conditions, loads, applying
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it correctly in the nodes and elements, the local elements equation can be assembled together and be

solved to obtain a continuous solution of the values at the nodes.

FEM can provide solutions which in some cases the analytical methods could not provide, for a large

range of problems such as complex loading conditions or geometries. However, numerical methods as

FEM does not give exact solutions. Therefore, some calculations has to be carried out until the error

tolerance achieve some values that could be useful to analyze the problem. So, if the element size is

reduced and the number of elements is increased the accuracy of the result will increase.

In this chapter the characters of quadrilateral elements with four (Q-4) and eight (Q-8) nodes and

triangular elements with three (CST) and six (LST) nodes will be explained. They are shown in the figure

4.7.

E.1.1 Preliminaries

Formulation of elements for structural mechanics relies on tools of stress analysis, including stress-strain

relations, strain-displacement relations and energy considerations, which were explained in section A of

this appendix.

E.1.2 Exact and Approximate Solutions

If equation A.10 is satisfied at every point throughout the volume of a body and all boundary conditions

are satisfied, then we have obtained the exact solution of the mathematical model. This can usually

be found only for simple combinations of geometry, loading and support conditions. One of the main

principles of FEM is that equations A.10, E.1 and E.2 are satisfied only in an integral or average sense for

displacement-based elements.

E.1.3 External forces

Boundary conditions include prescriptions of displacements or stresses on sides or surfaces of a body.

On any boundary, including one not perpendicular to a coordinate axis, normal and tangential loads

can be expressed as surface tractions, which are forces per unit of surface area, directed parallel to the

coordinate axis, expressed in figure In rectangular Cartesian coordinates xy, surface tractions {t } are:

{t } =
{

tx

ty

}
(E.1)

where:

tx = nxσx +nyτx y

ty = nxτx y +nyσy
(E.2)

nx , ny components of boundary normal
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Figure E.2. Mesh of a structure

When equations E.2 are satisfied, each differential element of the surface is in equilibrium under the

action of surface tractions and internal stresses.

E.1.4 Weak formulation

The weak formulation is based on equilibrium equations A.10 which are explained in figure A.2. The

body forces are neglected in this project, in which case bx = by = 0 or {b} = {0}. Then the equilibrium

equations can be simplified as:

∂σx
∂x + ∂σx y

σy = 0

∂σy

∂y + ∂σx y

∂y = 0

 ⇒ [∂]T {σ} = 0 (E.3)

Lets take the equilibrium equation for x direction and multiply it by an arbitrary weight function v(x, y)

and thickness t of a plate and then integrate it over the domain. By applying these processes, the

following equation is acquired:∫
A

vx
∂σx

∂x
td A+

∫
A

vx
∂σx y

∂y
td A = 0 (E.4)

Application of the Green-Gauss theorem on E.4 yields:∮
L

vxσx nx tdL−
∫

A

∂vx

∂x
σx td A+

∮
L

vxσx y ny tdL−
∫

A

∂vx

∂y
σx y td A = 0 (E.5)

By application of x-component of E.2 and simplification, the following is obtained:∮
L

vx tx tdL−
∫

A

(
∂vx

∂x
σx + ∂vx

∂y
τx y

)
td A = 0 (E.6)

The same processes can be a plied to y-axis:∮
L

vy ty tdL−
∫

A

(
∂vy

∂y
σy +

∂vy

∂x
τx y

)
td A = 0 (E.7)

Equations E.6 and E.7 are both equal to zero, therefore their sum is also equal zero:∫
L

(
vx tx + vy ty

)
t dL−

∫
A

(
∂vx

∂x
σx + ∂vx

∂y
σx y +

∂vy

∂y
σy +

∂vy

∂x
σx y

)
t d A = 0 (E.8)

The equation E.8 is known as weak form for 2D solid without body forces and can be written in matrix

notation:∫
A

[∂v]T {σ}t d A =
∫

L
[v]T {t }tdL (E.9)
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[∂v]T Derivative matrix of weight function [-]
{t } Traction vector [N]
{A} Area of plate [m2]
{L} Boundary length [m]

E.1.5 Application of weak formulation in FEM

In FEA we need to devise a continuous function which satisfies prescribed conditions at a finite number

of points - nodes of element. This procedure is called interpolation. The prescribed conditions are nodal

values of a field quantity. The interpolation function is almost always a polynomial, which automatically

provides a single-valued and continuous field.

In this section the Galerkin method will be applied to the weak form, which means that the same

interpolation functions for both displacement and the weight functions. In FEM displacements inside

the element {u} are calculated from nodal displacements {U } using predetermined functions, the so-

called shape functions Ni (x, y).

{u} = [N ]{U } (E.10)

where, for example for element with four nodes:

[N ] =
[

N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0

0 N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4

]
(E.11)

[N ] Matrix of shape functions [-]

{U } =
{

u1 v1 u2 v2 u3 v3 u4 v4

]T
(E.12)

And for the weight function the following can be written:

{v} = [N ]{V } (E.13)

[V ] An arbitrary matrix [-]

By utilizing A.1 into A.7, the E.9 can be written as:∫
A

({∂}[N ]{V })T [D]{∂}[N ]{U }td A =
∮

L
([N ]{V })T {t }tdL (E.14)

Since {U } and {V } are constants, they can be taken out of the integral and rearranged to equate zero:

{V }T
(∫

A
{∂}[N ]T [D]{∂}[N ]td A{U }−

∮
L

[N ]T {t }tdL

)
= 0 (E.15)

While {V } is arbitrary, the insight of the parenthesis must be equal zero. Then by simplifying:∫
A

[B ]T [D][B ]td A{U } =
∮

L
[N ]T {t }tdL (E.16)

Where:

[B ] = {∂}[N ] (E.17)
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By use of the A.7 and E.10, the following relation is obtained:

ε= [∂][N ]{U } (E.18)

And the stresses can be expressed as:

σ=


σxx

σy y

τx y

= [D][B ]{U } (E.19)

External forces are:

{ f } =
∮

L
[N ]T {t }tdL (E.20)

And the stiffness matrix:

[k] =
∫

A
[B ]T [D][B ]td A (E.21)

Therefore the simplification of equation E.16 to matrix formulation yields:

[k]{U } = { f } (E.22)

In order to solve equation E.22, for the entire structure, the global matrix has to be assembled as it is

illustrated in the next section.

E.2 Assemble global matrix

The assembling of the global stiffness matrix is done by adding the local stiffness matrices of each

element together in a matrix that has the dimensions of (n ∗ do f )x(n ∗ do f ) where n is the number

of nodes in the entire structure and dof is the number of degrees of freedom per node. A simple example

of assembly of the local stiffness matrix is presented below.

Figure E.3. Simple system composed of two elements.

For the elements 1 and 2, the local stiffness matrix are 8x8 matrices as they are illustrated in figure E.4.

The numbers above and on the right side of the matrices are the degrees of freedom of each element.
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Figure E.4. Local stiffness matrices for element 1 and 2.

The global stiffness matrix is assembled by putting the values from the local matrices into the places

where they belong in the global matrix and summing the common values of the two matrices. The global

stiffness matrix of this simple example is shown below:

Figure E.5. Global stiffness matrix of the simple system composed of element 1 and 2.

E.2.1 Degree of Continuity

While function φ is interpolated throughout an element, it is guarantied that the function varies

smoothly inside the element. However, the transition between elements may not be smooth. Continuity

between elements is characterized by symbol C m , where m describes degree of derivation of function at

which the function is interelement-continuous.

E.3 Isoparametric Quadratic-4 element (Q-4)

This element consist of four nodes and linear shape functions. This element has eight degrees of

freedom, two in each node as it is shown in figure E.6. This section explain the theory related on
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isoparametric quad-4 element.

Figure E.6. D.O.F. in a quadrilateral four element

E.3.1 Isoparametric formulation

This formulation permits to use elements with non-rectangular shapes. It is used reference coordinates,

ξ and η in 2 two dimensions. It map the the element into a reference element that is a square, named

parent domain. This allows to integrate over the area in a non-square element, shown in figure E.7,

where the figure on the left side is the global domain and the one in the right is the parent domain.

Figure E.7. Global and parent domain for a Quad-4 element

In the parent domain the center of the element is named as η = ξ = 0. It is does not mean that in the

physical space it would be the center. According to what was mention before, in the physical space the

reference coordinates does not need to be orthogonal either parallel to the Cartesian coordinates.
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E.3.2 Shape function

The displacement are shown in formula A.7 that applied in a Q-4 element, are the following:

u = a1 +a2x +a3 y +a4x y

v = a5 +a6x +a7 y +a8x y

(E.23)

The ai represent the unknown constants. Using formula A.6 combined with E.23 it will obtain the strains

can be as:

εx = a2 +a4 y

εy = a7 +a8x

γx y = (a3 +a6)+a4x +a8 y

(E.24)

The shape functions can be derived by applying the the Lagrange’s interpolation formula as it is

illustrated in equation E.25:

Nk = (x1 −x) (x2 −x) · · · [xk −x] · · · (xn −x)

(x1 −xk ) (x2 −xk ) · · · [xk −xk ] · · · (xn −xk )
(E.25)

In this formula the term inside the brackets is omitted, in order to obtain the kth shape function. For

linear interpolation n is equal to 2 and for quadratic interpolation n is equal to 3. In order to determined

the first shape function, for the Q-4 element of the figure E.8, linear interpolation along the 1-2 and 1-4

sides is applied. The term first shape function means that the displacements of all the nodes are zero,

except point 1, where the displacement is unit.

Figure E.8. Calculation of the first shape function for a Q-4 element.

Interpolating over the side 1-2 the shape function is:

N1 = a −x

2a
(E.26)
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and over the side 1-4:

N1 = b − y

2b
(E.27)

Finally, the first shape function for the Q-4 element is the combination of E.26 and E.27:

N1 = (a −x)(b − y)

4ab
(E.28)

In the same way the three others shape functions are calculated:

N2 = (a +x)(b − y)

4ab
(E.29)

N3 = (a +x)(b + y)

4ab
(E.30)

N4 = (a −x)(b + y)

4ab
(E.31)

As it is mentioned in section E.3.1 formulas E.23 and E.24 has to be convert into the parent domain, so

the displacement can be expressed as:

u(ξ,η) = a1 +a2ξ+a3η+a4ξη

v(ξ,η) = a5 +a6ξ+a7η+a8ξη

(E.32)

Owing to the fact that the element is isoparametric, the shape function used to interpolate the

coordinates and the displacements are the same:{
x

y

}
=

{ ∑
N (ξ,η)i xi∑
N (ξ,η)i yi

}
= [N ]{c} (E.33)

and {
u

v

}
=

{ ∑
N (ξ,η)i ui∑
N (ξ,η)i vi

}
= [N ]{U } (E.34)

and the index i, in the quad-4, goes from 1 to 4. Where the c, d and N are:

{c} = {
x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4

}T (E.35)

{U } =
{

u1 v1 u2 v2 u3 v3 u4 v4

]T
(E.36)

and

[N ] =
[

N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4 0

0 N1 0 N2 0 N3 0 N4

]
(E.37)

So, the isoparametric four node element has the following shape functions:

N1 = 1
4 (1−ξ)(1−η) N2 = 1

4 (1+ξ)(1−η)

N3 = 1
4 (1+ξ)(1+η) N4 = 1

4 (1−ξ)(1+η)

(E.38)
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E.3.3 Strain-displacement Matrix [B] and Stiffness Matrix [K]

The [B ] contains the derivatives of the Ni , as formula E.17 shows. According to section E.3.1 there are two

different coordinates and the shape function in equation E.38 is expressed in isoparametric coordinates.

In this case the derivatives has to related the differentiation between one to the other coordinate system.

In order to get the strain-displacement matrix some calculation and some steps have to be explained

before.

First, the Jacobian matrix is explained, so this matrix is needed, the properties of this matrix relates the

displacement derivatives in the two different coordinates systems.{
∂ux
∂ξ
∂ux
∂η

}
= J

{
∂ux
∂x
∂ux
∂y

}
(E.39)

and { ∂uy

∂ξ
∂uy

∂η

}
= J

{ ∂uy

∂x
∂uy

∂y

}
(E.40)

The elements inside the [J ] matrix can be obtained by differentiating formula E.34 with respect to the

isoparametric coordinates by invoking the chain rule:

∂x

∂ξ
=

4∑
i=1

∂Ni

∂ξ
xi

∂y

∂ξ
=

4∑
i=1

∂Ni

∂ξ
yi (E.41)

and

∂x

∂η
=

4∑
i=1

∂Ni

∂η
xi

∂y

∂η
=

4∑
i=1

∂Ni

∂η
yi (E.42)

It gives:

[J ] =
[

∂x
∂ξ

∂y
∂ξ

∂x
∂η

∂y
∂η

]
=

[ ∑n
i=1

∂Ni
∂ξ xi

∑n
i=1

∂Ni
∂ξ yi∑n

i=1
∂Ni
∂η xi

∑n
i=1

∂Ni
∂η yi

]
=

[
DN [xy]

]
(E.43)

The inverse of the formula is:

[J ]−1 = 1

det J

[
∂y
∂η −∂y

∂ξ

−∂x
∂η

∂x
∂ξ

]
= 1

det J

[
J22 −J12

−J21 J11

]
(E.44)

Where:

det J = J11 J22 − J21 J12 (E.45)

The Jacobian matrix also can be a scale factor that relates infinitesimal areas in the parent domain and

in the global domain:

d xd y = dξdηdet J (E.46)

Now it can be defined the [Jexp]−1, that it is the combination of the [J ]−1 and zeros, so the matrix that

relates the derivatives in the two coordinates system is:

[
J exp

]−1 =


∂ξ
∂x

∂η
∂x 0 0

∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y 0 0

0 0 ∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y

0 0 ∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y

 (E.47)
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And the relation between the two coordinates systems is:

∂ux
∂x
∂ux
∂y
∂uy

∂x
∂uy

∂y


=


∂ξ
∂x

∂η
∂x 0 0

∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y 0 0

0 0 ∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y

0 0 ∂ξ
∂y

∂η
∂y





∂ux
∂ξ
∂ux
∂η
∂uy

∂ξ
∂uy

∂η


(E.48)

The [H ] matrix relates the strains and displacements derivatives:

{ε} =


εx

εy

2εx y

=


∂ux
∂x
∂uy

∂y
∂ux
∂y + ∂uy

∂x

= H



∂ux
∂x
∂ux
∂y
∂uy

∂x

∂x
∂uy

∂y


=

 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0




∂ux
∂x
∂ux
∂y
∂uy

∂x
∂uy

∂y


(E.49)

The last matrix DN ,exp is the expanded matrix of the DN . The last one contains the derivatives of the

shape function whit respect to the isoparametric coordinates:

DN =
[

∂N1
∂ξ

∂N2
∂ξ

∂N3
∂ξ

∂N4
∂ξ

∂N1
∂η

∂N2
∂η

∂N3
∂η

∂N4
∂η

]
(E.50)

And the expanded matrix is:

[
DN ,exp

]=


∂N1
∂ξ 0 ∂N2

∂ξ 0 ∂N3
∂ξ 0 ∂N4

∂ξ 0
∂N1
∂η 0 ∂N2

∂η 0 ∂N3
∂η 0 ∂N4

∂η 0

0 ∂N1
∂ξ 0 ∂N2

∂ξ 0 ∂N3
∂ξ 0 ∂N4

∂ξ

0 ∂N1
∂η 0 ∂N2

∂η 0 ∂N3
∂η 0 ∂N4

∂η

 (E.51)

After all this steps the [B ] matrix can be expressed as a combination of the previous matrix:

B = HJ−1
expDN ,exp (E.52)

Where:

H relates strains and displacements derivatives
J−1

exp relates the displacements in the two coordinate systems
DN ,exp relates the displacemenet with derivatives with respect to the isoparametric coordinates

So the stiffness matrix [K ] of an element of thickness t, from equation E.21:

K =
∫

A
B(x, y)>tDB(x, y)d A =

Ï
A

B(x, y)>tDB(x, y)d xd y (E.53)

and using formulas E.52 and E.46 the stiffness matrix in an isoparametric quadrilateral element is:

K =
∫ 1

−1−1

∫ 1

−1

(
HJ−1

expDN ,exp

)T
tDHJ−1

expDN ,exp det(J )dξdη (E.54)

E.3.4 Numerical integration

The stiffness matrix integration is over a matrix of non-linear function as it is shown in equation E.54

that can be represented as:

K =
∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
Φ(ξ,η)dξdη (E.55)
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Where

Φ(ξ,η) =
(
HJ−1

expDN ,exp

)T
tDHJ−1

expDN ,exp det(J) (E.56)

And each of entries in Φ is a non-linear function of η and ξ. It means that the integration in the [K ]

can not be carried out analytically, so numerical integration has to be performed to obtain a solution.

The Gauss Quadrature is a method of numerical integration. It operates by evaluating the function at

specific points, also it multiply the resulting number by an appropriate weighting factor. It means that

this method locates sampling points and assigns weight so as to minimize integration error when the

integrand is a general polynomial. The interval in the Gauss quadrature is [-1,1] in the integration of the

polonium and also this interval is interesting owing to the fact that the isoparametric coordinates are

−1 ≤ ξ,η ≤ 1. By using Gauss quadrature it can be obtained the same level of accuracy that is required

using fewer sampling points than other methods. For the calculation of the stiffness matrix it is used the

Gauss quadrature in two dimensions:

K =
∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1
φ(ξ,η)dξdη=

i=n∑
i=1

j=n∑
i=1

Wi W jφ
(
ξi ,η j

)
(E.57)

where Gauss order is n the location of the Gauss point are ξ and η and the corresponding weights is W .

The Gauss points and weights are shown in the following table:

Order n Location point Weight factor

1 0 2
2 ± 1p

3
1

3
±p0.6
0

5
9
8
9

4
±

√
3+2

p
1.2

7

±
√

3−2
p

1.2
7

1
2 − 1

6
p

1.2
1
2 + 1

6
p

1.2

Table E.1. Gauss points and weights

This section can also be applied for the element quad-8 and LST, that it is explained in section E.4 and

E.6 respectively. In LST method some different approach has to be taken into consideration due to the

location points and weight factor are different.

E.3.5 Loads

In order to make possible that FEM works with loads, mechanical loads has to be transformed into nodal

loads, as it is shown in figure E.9.
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Figure E.9. Left: Quadratic four element under a distributed loads; Right: Quadratic eight element under a
distributed load

So the boundary load vector is defined as:

fb =
∮

L f

N>ttdL+
∮

Lu

N>ttdL (E.58)

Where L f is the boundary with applied load , Lu is the boundary with reactions, t is the boundary load,

t is the reaction and t is the thickness of the plate. Also the internal loads is defined as:

fI =
∫

A
N>btd A (E.59)

Where the b is defined as the internal load and A is the area. So, the sum of equations E.58 and E.59 gives

the nodal loads forces:

f = fb + fI =
∮

L
NTt tdL+

∫
A

NTbtdA (E.60)

Boundary load vector

As it was mentioned before, surface loads must be converted into nodal loads.

For loads associated with a linear side, as it can be seen in figure E.9 and assuming loads in y direction,

the steps to follow are: This will be explained in the Cartesian coordinates, but the same conclusion will

be obtained for different shapes when the quad-4 or CST elements are used. So the system explained

correspond with figure E.9.

Due to the loads are applied just in one of the sides of the element. In nodes 3 and 4, the corresponding

values for the shape functions are:

N 3 = (a+x)(b+y)
4ab

N 4 = (a−x)(b+y)
4ab

(E.61)

And also nodes 1 and 2, even are not loaded, the values are:

N 1 = (a−x)(b−y)
4ab

N 2 = (a+x)(b−y)
4ab

(E.62)
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The value of the load is:

t =
[

0

q y

]
(E.63)

Inserting formula E.61, E.62 and E.63 into E.60 where just external loads are taken into consideration for

this exercise it gives:

{
fb

}= ∫ a

−a



N1 0

0 N1
...

...

N4 0

0 N4

 ·
{

0

qx

}
td y (E.64)

and making the integral in equation E.64 the boundary load vector gives:

{
fb

}=



0

0

0

0

0

q y a

0

q y a


t (E.65)

So the two nodal forces are:

f3y = aq y (E.66)

f4y = aq y (E.67)

This is represented in figure E.10.

Figure E.10. Nodal loads in a quadratic four element
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E.3.6 Stress calculation

The data from the experiment can also be expressed in stresses. In order to explain how it is calculated,

formula A.1 give the relation between strain and stresses parameters.

By inserting equation A.7 into A.1 the resultant is expressed as:

{σ} = [D]∇̃{u} (E.68)

By substituting {u}, that it is defined in equation E.10, in equation E.68, the resultant equation can be

defined as:

{σ} = [D][N ]{U } (E.69)

And following the steps in Appendix E.1.5, the stresses can be explained as formula E.19. That explain the

relation between the stresses and the displacements. The stresses can be calculated everywhere inside

the plate, this is obtained by equation E.19. Some other parameters has to be taken into consideration

in order to obtain the values at certain points.

Therefore , if the number of Gauss points is increased the stresses along the plate will be better

distributed. However, depending on the type of element used to define the mesh, there is not necessary

to increase the Gauss order from some values.

If the Gauss order is enough (for a polynomium of degree 2n −1 with a Gauss quadrature of n degree n)

it can be said that a "full integration" is used. For example Gauss order 2 in elements with linear shape

functions and Gauss order 3 for quadratic shape functions)

"Full integration" can be defined as a quadrature rule of sufficient accuracy to exactly integrate all

stiffness coefficients of an undistorted element.

If the Gauss order is smaller that is is mentioned before it will be using a "underintegration". The

advantages of this is that the computational time will be reduced. It is very important in some cases

when a non-linear case is been analyzed. However, there are also some disadvantages as spurious mode,

it means that an element whose stiffness matrix incorporates a spurious mode has no resistance to nodal

loads that tend to activate the mode.

E.4 Quadratic-8 element (Q-8)

This element consist of eight nodes and quadratic shape functions. Each node has two degrees of

freedom by adding extra nodes in between the corner nodes the element sides can be curved. Figure

E.11 shown how the elements, nodes and degrees of freedom could be disposed in a Q-8 element. The

quadratic shape function can model bending better than the quadratic 4 element. This section explain

the theory related on quad-8 element.
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Figure E.11. D.O.F. in a quadrilateral eight element

E.4.1 Isoparametric formulation

The isoparametric formulation in an quadratic eight element follow has the same theory as for quadratic

4 element. This means that coordinates remain being ξ and η, the sides has a length of 2 where ξ = ±1

η = ±1, the principle of integration over the area is the same in this element as the quad-4 shown in

section E.3.1. The parent global and parent domain are shown in figure E.7, where the figure on the right

side is the global domain and the one on the left is the parent domain.

Figure E.12. Parent and global domain for a Quad-4 element

Following a similar path as in section E.3.2, the displacement field in this element is defined as:

u = a1 +a2ξ+a3η+a4ξ
2 +a5ξη+a6η

2 +a7ξ
2η+a8ξη

2

v = a9 +a10ξ+a11η+a12ξ
2 +a13ξη+a14η

2 +a15ξ
2η+a16ξη

2

(E.70)

The isoparametric shape functions are calculated based on Lagrange’s interpolation formula E.25. The

first shape function of a Q-8 element is calculated similar to the first shape function of a Q-4 element Nc ,
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as it is described in section E.3.2, decreased by the half of 5th and 8th shape function as it is illustrated

in figure E.13. It can be seen that the N(c) has ordinate 0.5 at nodes 5 and 8.

Figure E.13. First shape function for a Q-8 element, from Cook et al. [2002]

The shape function N5 is determined by quadratic interpolation, in ξ, along the 1-5-2 line and linear

interpolation in η along the 5-7 line. The 8th shape function is obtained in a similar way. The remaining

shape functions are obtained with the same procedure.

N1 = 1
4 (1−ξ)(1−η)− 1

2 (N8 +N5)

N2 = 1
4 (1+ξ)(1−η)− 1

2 (N5 +N6)

N3 = 1
4 (1+ξ)(1+η)− 1

2 (N7 +N7)

N4 = 1
4 (1−ξ)(1+η)− 1

2 (N7 +N8)

N5 = 1
2

(
1−ξ2

)
(1−η)

N6 = 1
2 (1+ξ)

(
1−η2

)
N7 = 1

2

(
1−ξ2

)
(1+η)

N8 = 1
2 (1−ξ)

(
1−η2

)

(E.71)

E.4.2 Strain-displacement Matrix [B] and Stiffness Matrix [K]

The stiffness matrix in the quadratic eight element is calculated in the same way as in the quadratic four

element by using the shape function expressed in equation E.71. Therefore, the derivatives used for the

[B] matrix in this case are the same as in the quadratic four element. The steps to follow are the same as
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in section E.3.3, with the exception of the number of nodes being that in this element are eight nodes.

So the matrix E.50 and E.51 change owing to the fact that contains the derivatives of the shape function.

The stiffness it is calculated by equation E.53 and E.54 being in this case a 16x16 matrix.

E.4.3 Loads

This section is based on E.3.5, so the same steps are followed in order to obtain the nodal load, but in

this element an internal node is placed, so the steps to follow have some variations. Also, this example

can be applied for the LST elements, which it is explained in section E.6.

Boundary load vector

As it is shown in figure E.9 the element it is load just in the vertical direction, so nodes 3, 4 and 7 will be

loaded. For this section a Quad-8 element in the Cartesian coordinates will be used as an example. This

results can be used for any Quadratic-8 or LST shape, but to simplify the explanation, this coordinates

has been chosen.

Based on formula E.71 and applying it into the Cartesian coordinates the shape functions can be

expressed as:

N1 = (a −x)(b − y)

4ab
− N8 +N5

2

N2 = (a +x)(b − y)

4ab
− N5 +N6

2

N3 = (a +x)(b + y)

4ab
− N6 +N7

2

N4 = (a −x)(b + y)

4ab
− N7 +N8

2

N5 =
(
a2 −x2

)
(b − y)

2a2b

N6 =
(a +x)

(
b2 − y2

)
2ab2

N7 =
(
a2 −x2

)
(b + y)

2a2b

N8 =
(a −x)

(
b2 − y2

)
2ab2

(E.72)

The load can be defined as in formula E.63. Inserting equation E.63 and E.72 into E.60 the boundary
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external load can be expressed as:

{
fb

}= ∫ a

−a



N1 0

0 N1
...

...

N8 0

0 N8

 ·
{

0

qx

}
td x (E.73)

And making the integral in equation E.73 the boundary load vector gives:

{
fb

}= [
0 0 0 0 0 aq y

3 0 aq y
3 0 0 0 0 0 4aq y

3 0 0
]T

t (E.74)

So the three nodal forces are:

f3y = aq y

3
(E.75)

f4y = aq y

3
(E.76)

f7y = 4aq y

3
(E.77)

This is represented in figure E.14.

Figure E.14. Nodal loads in a quadratic eight element

E.5 Linear Triangle - CST

This section deals with plane triangular element, which has 3 nodes (one in every corner) and 6 degrees

of freedom (2 for every node). Its field quantity varies linearly with Cartesian coordinates x and y, for

example displacement field, which yields constant strain field, hence the name constant-strain triangle

(CST).
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E.5.1 Shape functions

In case of CST it is convenient to use so called natural coordinates, also known as area coordinates, which

can be explained with use of figure E.15.

Figure E.15. Natural coordinates for a CST element

Position of point P defines three areas A1, A2 and A3, which then define natural coordinates of the point:

ξ1 = A1

A
, ξ2 = A2

A
, ξ3 = A3

A
(E.78)

It is obvious that the following relations are fulfilled:

A = A1 + A2 + A3 ⇒ ξ1 +ξ2 +ξ3 = 1 (E.79)

For conversion between natural and Cartesian coordinates can be written:

x = x1ξ1 +x2ξ2 +x3ξ3

y = y1ξ1 + y2ξ2 + y3ξ3
(E.80)

which in matrix notation is:
1

x

y

= [A]


ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

 and


ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

= [A]−1


1

x

y

 (E.81)

In the last equation, [A] represents coordinate transformation matrix, which has following form:

[A] =

 1 1 1

x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

 (E.82)

and its inverted version is:

[A]−1 = 1

2A

 x2 y3 −x3 y2 y23 x32

x3 y1 −x1 y3 y31 x13

x1 y2 −x2 y1 y12 x21

 (E.83)

where x j k = x j −xk and y j k = y j − yk

Application of the chain rule for shape function yields:

∂Ni
∂x = ∂Ni

∂ξ1

∂ξ1
∂x + ∂Ni

∂ξ2

∂ξ2
∂x + ∂Ni

∂ξ3

∂ξ3
∂x

∂Ni
∂y = ∂Ni

∂ξ1

∂ξ1
∂y + ∂Ni

∂ξ2

∂ξ2
∂y + ∂Ni

∂ξ3

∂ξ3
∂y

(E.84)
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By using the coordinate transformation:
ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

 1

2A

 x2 y3 −x3 y2 y23 x32

x3 y1 −x1 y3 y31 x13

x1 y2 −x2 y1 y12 x21




1

x

y

 (E.85)

the following relations are obtained:

∂ξ1
∂x = y23

2A , ∂ξ2
∂x = y31

2A , ∂ξ3
∂x = y12

2A
∂ξ1
∂y = x32

2A , ∂ξ2
∂y = x13

2A ,
∂ξ3
∂y = x21

2A

(E.86)

For the CST element we can express shape function in natural coordinates in following way:

N1 = ξ1 N2 = ξ2 N3 = ξ3 (E.87)

Further, all important relations are expressed in previously explained way. The displacement in the

element interior is defined by relation E.10. The stiffness matrix is given by equation E.21.

An advantage of CST element is, that according to its simple shape functions, the stiffness matrix can be

calculated exactly, no Gauss integration is needed.

E.6 Quadratic Triangle - LST

Problem with the previously explained CST element is, that it does not give very precise results due to

the linear shape functions. Much higher precision, even by using smaller overall number of degrees of

freedom, can be reached by adding tree more nodes, each one in the middle of the side of an element,

the sides have to be strait lines. This alternative enables linear flow of strains, whence comes the name

Linear Strain Triangle - LST, shown in figure E.16:

Figure E.16. Coordinates of LST element

The LST element have quadratic shape functions, which expresed in natural coordinates have following

form:

N1 = ξ1 (2ξ1 −1) , N2 = ξ2 (2ξ2 −1) , N3 = ξ3 (2ξ3 −1)

N4 = 4ξ1ξ2, N5 = 4ξ2ξ3, N6 = 4ξ3ξ1
(E.88)
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Same as for CST element also in the case of LST element are the displacements defined by equation E.10

and stiffness matrix by equation E.21. The difference is that for LST element the Gauss quadrature is

used, while the exact integration is too computationally costly. The form of Gauss quadrature is similar

to the one explained in section E.3.4, but with few differences. The stiffness matrix can be expressed in

the following way:

K =
∫

A
B(x, y)>tDB(x, y)d A ≈

n∑
i=1

ϕi Ji Wi (E.89)

ϕi location of gausspoints
Ji Jacobian
Wi weight function

For a triangle with straight sides, the Jacobian is simply:

Ji = 1

2
det

(
J
(
ξi

1,ξi
2,ξi

3

))
= A (E.90)

A area of an element

The corresponding Gauss points and weight functions are:

Degree of precision Location
(
ξi

1,ξi
2,ξi

3

)
Weight factor Wi

1
(1

3 , 1
3 , 1

3

)
2

2

(2
3 , 1

6 , 1
6

)(1
6 , 2

3 , 1
6

)(1
6 , 1

6 , 2
3

)
1
3
1
3
1
3

3

(1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3

)(3
5 , 1

5 , 1
5

)(1
5 , 3

5 , 1
5

)(1
5 , 1

5 , 3
5

)
−27

48
25
48
25
48
25
48

Table E.2. Gauss points and weights
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